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A bstract
The church and monastery of Brou, Bourg-en-Bresse were built under the

attentive patronage of Margaret of Austria (1480-1530), Duchess of
Savoy, Regent of the Netherlands and daughter of Maxirnilian I and Mary
of Burgundy. Brou was intended to symbolically and eamornicslly secure

the region for the Habsburgs as well as mernorialire the glory of its
patron. Located in Savoy, a strategic territory in the battle for ltaly
between the Habsburg Empire and France, Brou's searlar and religious

references, chosen by the patron herself, refI8Cf her and her family's
political needs. This paper explores Margaret of Austria's role as patron
and creator of Brou, ber political and propagandistic agenda. her pivotal

role in its planning and construction, her architectural and stylistic choices
and the results of her Mofts and their reception.
Rdsum6

Marguerite d'Autriche (1480-1 530). duchesse de Savoie, régente des
Pays-Bas et fille de Marie de Bourgogne et Maximilien ler de Habsbourg,
a fait édifier I'egiiae et le rnonasthre de Brou. Bourg-engresse (Ain) dans

l'intention de pr&erver, symboliquement et économiquement. la région
pour sa famille, les Habsbourgs, et. en mdme temps, glorifier sa mémoire.

-

Brou était située en Savoie, territoire stratégique dans la lutte pour I'ltalie
entre l'Empire Habsbourg et la France. Les réf6rences seculihs et

religieuses du monastdte de Brou, choisies par Marguerite en personne.
réfletent ses besions politique ainsi que ceux de sa famille. Cette thèse
porte un regard sur: le rôle de Marguerite d'Autriche comme mécène et
fondatrice du monasth de Brou; sa volont6 politique et de propagande;
son rôle central dans la conception du plan et i'édification de Brou; ses

choix architecturaux et stylistiques; les r6sultats de ses efforts et l'accueil
du public.
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Introduction
The primary functions of the monastery and church of Brou were secular.
It was built to glorify its patron, Margaret of Austria, and her family and to

symbolically and economically secure the region and its population for the
Habsburg Empire. Brou was meant to dernonstrate Margaret of Austria's
virtues and heritage to the people of Savoy and to demonstrate her power
and position within the region to contemporary rulen, including the Dukes

of Savoy.
Originally presented as a memonal to her dead husband,
Margaret's plans for Brou were expanded and elaborated as her personal
power grew and Habsburg expansionist policy increased the political and
military significance of the region. Her mourning provided the perfect
excuse to create an elaborate monument of Habsburg authority and
magnificence in Savoy.
Margaret had inherited a rich tradition of political patronage from
her Habsburg and Burgundian relations and at Brou (as with al1 her
patronage) she penonally directed the choice of artist, architect, matenal
and style. Her approval was required for every detail and the plans were

carried to completion in only 25 years. This cohesive work presents a

personalized statement reflecting the real and desired political and
personal situation of the patron and the era in which it was created.
This paper will explore Margaret of Austria's role as patron and
creator of Brou, her political and propagandistic agenda, her pivotal role in
its planning and construction, her architectural and stylistic choices, and
the results of her efforts and their reception.

Documentation
There is an extraordinary amount of documentation on Brou's
construction. Many letters exist from a variety of persons associated with
the "chantier" ove?25 years: orders from Margaret; accounts; and advice
and requests from architects, niaitres d'oeuvren, aitists and various
building directors.' The complete archives of the convent itself
disappeared in the ~ e v o l u t i o but
n ~ a significant number of documents
survive from Margaret's chancellery though which the building's progress,
changes in plan and successive projects can be traced, often month by
month and in certain periods, even day by day. Letters and reports
between Margaret and her hiaîtres maçon" reveal information on the
patron-architectrmason relationship and the extent to which the patron can
be considered the "author" of the work. Documents left by the "mâitres de
l'oeuvren, the masters of accounts, give information on the everyday
organisation of the work, the assignment of tasks, the method of work and
payment.
Although Michelet refened to Margaret as 'le vrai 'grand homme'
de la famille [Habsbourg], et

... le véritable fondateur de la Maison

dt~utrichen3,
she is nonetheless often ignored by histories, lost in the in
the division of "Medieval" and "Renaissance" studies and between the

irnposing presences of Maximilian I and Charles V. The best general
biographies remain Max Bruchet and Ghislaine De ~ o o m ?As late as

'

These letters are transcribed From archival sources in: A. Le Glay, Comswndance de I'emocreur
Maximilien 1et de Marmrerite d'Aurrichel.. -1 2 vol. (Paris.1839); E. de Quinsonas, Matériaux
pour servirir à l'histoire de Marauerite d'Autriche f.. -13 vol. (Paris.1860); Jules Baux, Recherches
historiciues et archéoloaiaues sur I'éelise de Brou (Bourg-en-Bresse, 1844); Jules Finoc, 'Zouis van
Boghem, architect de l'église de Brou", Réunion des Sociétks savantes des dé~artements- BeauxArts vo1.12, 1888, 187-234. The most comprehensive and trustworthy transcription is Max
Bruchet, Marauerite d'Autriche. Duchesse de Savoie (Lille:L.Danrl, 1927).
However, there is an lace 17&/early 18th century description of the a m u n t s of the master of
construction, Gleyrens, Born 1523-32, as well as a description OFthe building before the
18%entury restoration by P2re Raphaël de la Vierge Marie, prieur d e Brou, Description historique
de la Belle Eglùe et du couvent Royal de Brou tirée de leurs archives et des meilleurs historiens
qui en ont ecnt par****, entre 1692 et 1696; et entre 1711 et 1715, Société d'Emulation de ['Ain.
H.Michelant, Inventaire des vaisselles. iovaux. ta~iswries.mintures.. .( 1523) (Brusseles. 1870).
4
Bruchet, Mamerite d'Autriche.-. ;Ghislaine De Boom. Marguerite d'Autriche et la PréRenaissance (Paris: Librairie E. Droz, 1935).

'

1986, Larry silve? indicated that there was a lack of investigation into

Margaret of Austria's role as patron. Studies on Habsburg patronage6
have given her little attention yet some work has been camed out on her
extensive architectural7and artistic patronage8and her ~ibrary.~
The best recent studies on Margaret and Brou have been by:

Marie-Françoise ~oiret'', director of the Musée de Brou; an exhibition
catalogue from B~OU" which gives a good overview of the "chantier" ;

Markus m ors ch'^, who provides an extensive architectural analysis; and

Thorsten 0rost13 who names Brou as the last "Gothicmstructure in Europe.

5

Larry Silver, '"nie State of Research in Northem European Art in the Renaissance Em"
Bulletin 68 (1986): 32,
% . ~ . ~ r e v o r - ~ o ~Rinces
e r , and Artists: Patronage and Ideoloav at the Habsbum Courts. 15 171633, (London: Thames & Hudson, 1976); RG. Asche Bi AM.Büke, Princes. Patronage and the
Nobilitv. The Court at the Beninninn of the Modem Aae (Oxford: Oxford UP,1991); T. Dacosta
Kaufmann, Court. Cloister and Citv: The Art and Culture of Centrai Eurom. 1450- 1800, (London:
Weidenfeld Bi Nicholson, 1995).
7
The Palais de Savoie is discussed by Hitchcock, Netherlandish Scrolled Gables (New York: New
York UP,1978), German Renaissance Architecture (Pnnceton: Princeton UP,1981)8
D-Eichenberger& L. Beaven, "Family Members and Political Allies: The Portrait Collection of
Margaret of Austria," Art Bulletin June (1995): 227-248; Walter Cahn, Mastemieces. The Historv
of an Idea (Princeton: Princeton UP,1979).
Marguerite Debae, La labrairie de Mamuerite d'Autriche (Bnissels: Biblioth2que Albert 1. 1987).
'O Marie-Française Poiret, Le monastere d e Brou. Le chef-d'oeuvre d'une fille d'empereur (Paris:
CNRS, 1994)Brou. les bâtisseurs du XVIe siècle. 19%- 1998. resurrection d'une toiture exp-cat MW& de
Brou. 6 juin au 10 novembre, 1996.
l2 Markus Horsch, Architektur unter Mamarethe von osterreich. Reeentin des Niededande (15071530). ..(Bntssels, 1994).
Thomen Drost, Burmnd. Kemland des Euro~GschenMittelalters (Miinchen: Humer Verlag,
1993).
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-I
A. Margaret of Austria and the Politics of early 1 6ccmtury
~
Europe

Margaret of Austria's patronage choices cannot but reflect her
historical, political and familial context. She was allied, through blood or
marriage, to rnost European ruling Houses (Fig.1) and was, in tum, both a

pawn and a player in political and military intrÏgue. The ongoing struggle
between the French and the Habsburgs for power in Europe was a factor
which infomied most of her life. Both powen maintained strong
expansionist policies'4 and th& stniggles over various States, i.0..
Burgundy, Brittany, Savoy and Italy, often directly influenced her life
(Fig4.
1. Strategic Marriages and Political Alliances

Margaret was bom in Brussels on January 10,1480. Through her
mother, Mary of Burgundy (1457-1482), only daughter of Charles the
Bold (1433-1477). she was connected to the Dukes of Burgundy and

through her father, Maximilian 1 (1459-1519), Holy Roman Emperor, she
was linked to the house of Austria, the Habsburgs. Her first years were

spent in the Netherlands with her elder brother, Philip the Fair. However,
the sudden death of her mother in March, 1482, brought Margaret quickly
into the political world.

Mary of Burgundy had inherited al1 Burgundian titles upon her
father's death and in order to forestall the possibility of a French
succession to the Burgundian inheritance had ananged for Maximilian to
inherit these. Louis XI, who had contested Mary's inheritance on the basis
of French Salic Law, had seized the provinces of Burgundy in the east and
Artois in the north. After Mary's death, Louis XI took advantage of
Maximilian's problems with the Netherlands to further his claims to the
Burgundian lands. The Netherlands' States General had rejected
Maximilian as guardian and govemor in the stead of his son, Philip the
Fair. The Netherlands did not want their revenues used in a costly French
14

Bonney, The Eurouean Dvnastic States. 1494-1660 (Oxford: Oxford W.1991): 82-83.97-99-

4

war and forced Maximilian to sign the Treaty of Arras with France
(December 23, 1482). The treaty stipulated that Margaret was to be
married to the13 year old Mure Charles VIII. Her dowry included Artois,
Franche-Comté, Mâcon, Auxerre, Salins, Bar and Noyers, as well as
recognising Ducal Burgundy and Picardy as French possessions.
Margaret was brought in great pomp to Paris and the maniage was
celebrated at Amboise on June 23,1483. She was brought up in the
French court under the tutelage of Anne of Beaujeau. eldest daughter of

Louis XI. Anne, dong with her husband. Pierre de Bourbon, basically
niled France during Charles Vlll's minorîty (1483-91). Anne's will, cunning
and political acumen were well acknowledged and according to Louis XI,

she was ..."la moins folle femme de rance".'^ She would no doubt have
provided Margaret with a poweiful role model on which to fashion her
future position as Queen of France. Margaret was treated according to
her status and her biographer, Jean Lemaire wrote that she
was,". ..richement entretenue, fort bien accoustree et notablement

accompagniée de quatre-vignt-dix à cent nobles

femme^".'^ She received

superlative education and enjoyed the Company of other young royals,
including her future husband, Philibert of Savoy and his sister, Louise.
Her position was to change with the death of François II,Duke of
Brittany, in 1488. His 11 year old daughter, Anne, left to rule alone, had
contracted to marry Maximilian I in 1490. Charles Vlll saw the danger of
this alliance, as France would then be surrounded by Habsburg States,
and quickly undertook a military campaign in Brittany, married the
Duchess Anne on December 6,1491, thus wrenching Brittany from

Habsburg hands and effectively repudiating ~argaret." No longer "la
petite reinen, Margaret was forced to remain in France for two years while
the details of her dowry were worked out. Finally, the Treaty of Senlis

'' Poiret 14.
l6

Poiret 14.

(1493) allowed Margaret to retum to th8 Netherlands with part of her

dowry, the Franche-Comté and ~rtois."

Another strategic mamage was quickly ananged, joining the
Spanish and Habsburg Houses together in alliance against France. In
November, 1495, in Malines, Margaret and her brother, Philip, were
married by proxy to Juan and Juana of Castile and Aragon. As hostilities
with France made the otherwise safer land voyage impossible, Juana
arrived in the Netheriands early the next year on the same boat that would

cany Margaret to Spain. After a difficult voyage, Margaret was met with
queenly splendeur at Santander on March 6, 1497, and was installed in
Burgos, the residence of the court of Ferdinand li and lsabella 1. Isabella,
who ruled jointly with her husband and was known for her piety, her

interest in education and the arts, as well as her military and political skill,
provided young Margaret with another exceptional role model. However,
her time here was to be brief as her young, fraif bridegroom was dead
within the year, leaving Margaret to give birth to a daughter who died soon
after. She remained in Spain until the Autumn, 1499 when she retumed
to the Netherlands laden with gifts from Fredinand and Isabella, indicating
her own, and the Habsburg's, continuing good relations with Spain.

lmproved relations with Louis XII allowed her to travel overland and
Margaret arrived in the Netheriands in time attend the baptism of her godchild and nephew, the future Charles V.
Both Maximilian and Margaret's brother, Philip, wanted Margaret's

next marriage to provide an alliance that would expand their realm of
influence but, considering the Habsburg's improved relations with Louis
XII, would not deliberately provoke French hostilities. Savoy, which had
traditionally been strongly allied with France, met these conditions and
Margaret was soon betrothed to Philibert le Beau, Duke of Savoy. In the
" ~ n n eof Brittany would eventuaily become a powemil figure in her own right as administracor of
her duchy and in her attempts CO maintah its autonomy. Margaret wouid view her as a rivai in botfi
politics and patronage.

previous generation. al1 three children of Louis of Savoy had married
French royalty and Philibert was the son of one of these alliances. He had
been raised at the French court, and had been on campaign with Charies
Vlll in Naples and Louis XII in Milan. A marnage alliance with Savoy could
be explained as a way of creating closer ties to an ally of France.

However, more importantly, Savoy's strategic location as passageway to
ltaly made it a coveted region by both the French and the Habsburgs.
Savoy bordered Bresse and Geneva to the north, Nice and Piedmont to
the south and controlled the passage across the Alps. Maximilian's ltalian
ambitions had recently been fomarded by his maniage to Bianca Mana
Sforza and he continuously tried to involve himself in Lombardy and
Venetian affain. His ambitions in ltaly would be aided by a Savoyard
alliance which would guarantee passage for himself and effectively bar the
passage to the ~rench.'~
The marnage contract was signed in Brussels on September 26,
1501. Margaret's elaborate wedding entourage set out on October 27 and

made several "Joyous Entriesnthroughout Hainaut, Picardy, Ile-deFrance,

Champagne, Burgundy (where she was received warmly as the
granddaughter of Charies the Bold) and Franche-Comté, where, at Dole,
Margaret met René, "le bâtard de Savoie", Philibert's half-brother.
Together they proceeded to Salins where the marnage took place by
proxy. On December 1 in Romainmôtier, Margaret met Philibert. The

meeting was descnbed by chronicler, Jean Molinet,

...[Philibert] tout housse, salua Madame ... et apres soupper, revint
au quartie de Madame, ou danses furent faictes jusques a onze
heure ... on prepara la chapelle pour dire messes et parachever les
espousailles. ...La messe dicte, ils se coucherent ensemble jusque
a douze heures au jour (Bruchet 35).
l8

Maximilian had in f~ conquered Artois, Franche-Comtk.Noyers and Charolais but not Mâcon.

Auxerre and Bar.

The couple continued on in triumphal procession to Geneva, Chambéry,
and Bourg-en-Bresse and finally took up residence principaliy in Bresse.

at Bourg and Pont d'Ain. Philibert, known for his physical beauty and
prowess at hunting and toumaments, had little interest in his pollical role
and had traditionally left affain of state to his half-brother. Upon taking up
residence in Savoy, Margaret took an active interest in goveming and
soon cfashed with Réne, perhaps as a resuit of his pro-French policies.
However, it was as a resuk of his less than scrupulous financial dealings
that she brought charges of corruption against him and he soon fled to
France. Margaret then ruled Savoy with the help of trusted ministers,
some of whom would follow her to the Netherlands.

Philibert died suddenly on 10 September,1504. This unforeseen
death officially ended Margaret's position as acting wler of Savoy.
Margaret, however, wanted to retain her role as Duchess but was
opposed by the new Duke of Savoy, Charles 111 (1504-1536). 20 She went
to Strasbourg to appeal for her father's aid. Maximilian supported his

daughter's daims and an agreement was worked out with Duke Charles,
the Treaty of Strasbourg, which gave Margaret partial power. She retumed
to Bresse and took up residence in Bourg in March 1505. Margaret would

refuse to marv again, even after a match had been arranged with Henry

VI1 of England.
In Septernber,lSO6, Margaret's brother, Philip, Duke of Burgundy,
died, leaving no adult heir. This created a highly unstable situation in the
already rebellious Netherlands (see following, p.9-10). Maximilian asked
Margaret to become govemess to her nieces and nephews and to rule the
Netherlands as Regent. She accepted the offer and took up residence in
the Netherlands. However, she would never relinquish her title as
I9 Maximilian hoped to 'Yorce his way to Rome*' in order to be officially crowned Holy Roman
Emperor by the Pope: He never succeed, alîhough his grandson. Charles V would in 1530. Bonney
98-9.
Known as a weak ruler, Charles III would be caught between France arid the Empire in theu
struggles for control of the route to M y and problems with independent-minded Geneva He lost

Duchess and a power struggle between the Duke of Savoy and Margaret
would continue until her death.
2. Regency

The Dukes of Burgundy had had trouble controlling the
independent-minded Netherlands and Maximihan would have similar
problems. Maximilian's many military campaigns left him continuously
short of capital, as his amies were filled with expensive mercenary

soldien who were loyal only when paid. When he had mamed Mary of
Burgundy in 1477 he did not yet have a Ungdorn of his own (he was given
partial power in 1486 but his father, Frederick III,continued to rule until his
death in 1493) and had to petition for funds from Fredenck III and the
Electors of the Imperia1 Diet. Maximilian had hoped to attain more
independence, financially and politically, through his marriage alliance with
Burgundy. He planned to divert ducal revenues towards Habsburg policies
but the opposition of the Netherlands made this impossible. His regency
and attempts at creating centralized govemment were strongly contested
and in 1488, he was even held prisoner at Bruges. In 1489 he left
Burgundy and placed Albert of Saxony as lieutenant in 6urgundyO2'
However, when Maximihan's son, Philip the Fair, became the Duke
of Burgundy he was accepted by the people as their "natural princed2, as
he (like Margaret) had been bom in the Netherlands and was of

Burgundian blood. Philip also exercised a policy blatantly oriented towards
the Netherlands in opposition to his fathets international calculations.
Philip's death in 1506 brought Margaret to the Regency and her policies
were to be a compromise between local and dynastic interests.

his Duchy to the French in the West and the Swiss (with French support) in the east in 1536 and
died in exile. See Brondy, La Savoie de l'an mil à la Réforme (Rennes, 1984) 232.
The Dukes of Burgundy had also atternpted to centraiize power in the Netherlands and were met
by similar rebellions. A certain degree of centralized authority would not be achieved until the
I500's. W. Blockmans provides a concise overview to the political situation in the Low Counuies
leading up to Margaret's nile, J.Steyaert, Late Gothic ~cul&re: The Bumindian Netherlands,
(New York: Abrams, 1994) 37-50.
Bonney 97.

''

After several triumphal entries into the Netheriands's principal
cities, the new Regent, refemd to as the 'Gracious Lady" by her
subjectsp, took op residence in Malines in July, 1507. She was officially
given full power in March, 1508. She proved an excellent Regent, adept at
handling the States General, comprised of the nobles and burghers of the
States of Holland. She was advised by a Privy Council, comprised of
nobles, and a council of Finance. She was also in continuous
conespondence with Maximilian with whom she discussed most mat ter^.*^
Nevertheless, it was she who had decision making power in rnilitary,
political and financial matters and pleas were often made directly to ber?
Maximilian himself asked her many times for funds for his campaigns,
which Margaret usually provided through heavy taxation which continually
complicated her position.
She maintained a prominent figure in international politics,
exernplified by her negotiations at Cambrai in 1508 between Maximilian,
Louis XII and the Duke of Guelders. However, in January,l515, Charies V

was declared of age and Margaret was forced to relinquished her powers.
A miniature of the Entrée du prince Charles à Bruges le 18 Avril 1515
(Fig. 3) shows one of the many ujoyousentries" made on this occasion

and Margaret, in a black sedan chair, is included although in a clearly
secondary role. However, upon Ferdinand II's death in 1516, Charles
became King of Aragon and Castile and his focus shifted frorn the

Netherlands.
Charles spent more time in Spain and in 1518, Margaret was given
authority tu sign for Charles. Maximihan died in January, 1519 and
Margaret put al1 her efforts into Charles election as Holy Roman Ernperor,
empfoying both diplomatic and financial influence on the electors as well
as blocking the effom of Henry Vlll and François 1. Charles V became
J.D.Tracy, Holland Under Habsburp Ruie. 1506-1566. The Formation of a Bodv Politia,
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1990) 78.
Theü cornpondence is found in Le Glay.

"

Holy Roman Emperor on 28 June, 1519 and in July of the same year,
Margaret was retumed to full power in the Netheriands.
The next years saw a renewed war between France and the Holy

Roman Empire (1521-26). To this point, Margaret's relations with the
Duke of Savoy had remained stormy, as he vacillated between support of
the French and the Habsburgs. However, when Charles V took François I
captive after the Battle of Pavia (1525), Charles IIIfinally sided with the
Empire. The French conflict was officially resolved by the Peace of
Cambrai, known as the "Lady's Peacen(l529). negotiated by Margaret with

her former sister-in-law, the mother of François 1, Louise of Savoy.
Soon after, Margaret fell il1 and on the night of November 30, 1530,
she died at Malines. Funeral ceremonies lasted three days at Saint-

Rombaud at Malines, after which her body was placed in the Convent of
the Annunciation in Bruges, to await the completion of her tomb at Brou.

B. The Political and Propagandistic Usage of Patronage
The end of the fifteenth century was a time of transition. Power
structures began to alter as the supremacy of the church declined and
centralized authority, based on the individual leaders of emerging nation
states, grew. These leaders (ie. Maximilian 1, François 1) began to attempt
to curtail traditional restraints put upon them by church, feudal lords and
medieval custom and began to claim absolute authority based on "divine"
right. Propaganda was used to create the image of the intelligent, virtuous,
and mighty ruler, given power by God and, once established, it justified
any royal action. Brou, at the cusp of a new era, is, at the same time, one
of the last Gothic structures and one of the first devoted to the promotion
of absolute authority. It follows the traditions of propagandistic patronage
developed by its patron's ancestors and combine them to create a
complete program of self-promotion.

TABrady. Turninn Swiss: Cities and Em~ires.1450-1550, (Cambridge: Cambridge W.1985)
104-5.

1. Habsburg Patronage and the Influence of Burgundy

The Ducal court of the Valois Dukes of Burgundy was the one of

the rnost splendid in Europe in the fifteenth century. It was a center of
patronage for tapestnes, metal work, jewelry, painting and music. The
Dukes made little investment in architecture, as they were constantly
traveling from court to court, and instead focused on smaller scale
commissions and grand rituals. Elaborate Burgundian ceremonies were
intended to resound beyond those present and to be passed by word-ofmouth, chronicles and histories. Royal entries, processions and official
celebrations were intended to encourage the masses in their loyalty to a
rule or cause.26 Walter Prevenier (225) believes these ceremonies
functioned as an active mass-media which included many woiks of art,
architecture, sculpture, and also the spoken and written word. The
masses saw a staged spectacle and a grand mystification of power all
designed to gain their support.
The Duke's great attention to cultural patronage and image has
been interpreted as a method of compensating for the relative youth and
humble (ducal) rank of their dynasty in comparison to their rival t rance.^^
In 1430, Philip the Good (1396-1467) founded a new order of chivalry, the

Toison d'Or (The Order of the Golden Fleece) creating a noble elite of the
Duke's choosing. The ducal tombs at Chartreuse de Champmol near
Dijon commernorated the Dukes' magnificence for future generations
through the marble tombs by Claus Sluter and the prayer and wonhip of
the Carthusian monks. The Dukes commissioned histones which

established their ancestry back to the heroes of Antiquity and this heritage
was portrayed in vanous commissions designed to glorïfy the Dukes to
their subjects and contemporanes.

This tradition continued into the XVTth century. For example. the States General in 1505 ordered
that "the people should by conducting processions, in sermons and in other ways pray for the
salvation, victory and prosperity of the King (Philip the Fair)...", W. Revenier and W. Blockmans,
The Burmindian Netherlands (Cambridge: Cambridge UP,1986) 224.
"7 Steyaert 46-49.

The Habsburgs also had a tradition of promotional patronage.
Frederick 111 (1415-1493) further developed the notion of the House of
Austria and promoted it, not only through dynastic and diplomatic means,

but from the 1450L he commissioned chronicles to promote political

loyalty to Austria by giving it a traditional, ancient and even biblical
tradition.*' Benecke called it an briginal feat of conscious cultural creation
through political and propagandistic managemenr (179). Architecturally
this was manifested in his chape1 in Weiner Neustadt. where he created a
political emblern displaying coats of a n s with links to the Habsburgs.
However, it was Maxhilian Iwho would cary out his father's grand
dynastic plans to completion.
After his marnage to Mary of Burgundy, Maximilian combined
Habsburg propagandistic traditions with Burgundian conspicuous
consumption."

His vast and decentralized state required continual

movement, and the visual image was meant to represent the niler in his
absence, reflecting political necessity. For example, in the rebellious
Netherlands Maximilian took great care to display his links to Burgundy.
The rnajority of his portraits in Margaret's collection present Maximilian in

the traditional manner of the Burgundian dukes (Fig.4.a&b), not as
Emperor. Contemporary German portraits, however, show him as the
ruler of the Holy Roman Empire with crown, insignia, scepter and eag~e.~'

Thought a great patron of the arts, Maximilian was never solvent
enough to build much. Smaller mediums were used to create his desired
image as the ideal Prince, such as the chronicles Weisskunig,
Theuerdank and Freydal and Dürer's engraving, the Tn'umphal Arch . He

maintained artists and supported scholan, creating a college of poetics
and mathematics in Vienna under the influence of Conrad ~eltis.~'
However, his grand, impenal court was more planned illusion than reality

"

Their ancesû-y included Charlemagne. Jesus and Caesar Augustus. O. Benecke. Maximilian 1. an
Analvticd Bioera~hy(Routledge & Keagan Paul: London, 1982) 177-8.
Benecke 138.
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Such as those by his court painter, Bernard Striegel. Eichenberger 232, f. 61,

as his itinerant lifestyle and his constant state of financial insolvency

prevented its establishment?
Architecturally, Maximilian's patronage was limited. He began the
Maison du roi (King's House) in Brussels in 1514-15 employing Anthonis I

Keldermans. His tomb at Innsbruck, which was to represent the Emperor
kneeling on his sarcophagus surrounded by some 140 statutes
representing his ancestors and court, was never completed.
As heir to the propagandistic traditions of Burgundy and Austria,

Margaret understood the importance of image and audience. More solvent
and stationary than her father, she would be able to use this knowledge in
architectural projects. However, these were not Margaret's only
experience of political showmanship. She had been raised to be the
Queen of France and had been sunounded by the symbols and pageants
of the reigns of Louis XI and Charles VIII. From the aga of seventeen to

twenty, she resided at the Spanish court of Ferdinand and Isabella, whose
reign marked a period of much patronage in art and architecture. In
Savoy, she experienced results of the patronage associated with the

"golden agenof ~ a v oMargaret's
~ . ~ ~ later politics and patronage would be
marked by her experience of each state's style of statesmanship and
propaganda.
2. Margaret of Austria's Blending of Habsburg and Burgundian

Patronage
Artistic Patronaae
Margaret of Austria orchestrated a system of artistic and
architectural patronage which created an image of regal heritage,
magnificence and cornpetence. Her two main spheres of influence, the
Netherlands and Savoy, were trouble points in the Habsburg Empire, and
diplomacy and sensitivity to public sentiment was necessary in dealing
Bonney 479-80.

of the Habsburg courts of Frederîck ïII and Maximilian see Peter Moraw and
Paul-Joachim in Asche & Birke 103-145.
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with these lands. Also, as a female regent, ruling in an other's stead, in a
region prone to rebellion, her performance and public image must answer
any questions that might anse about her suitability or justification for
authority. She proved adept at tailoring a message to an audience in order
to advance her personal and political goals.
Her ability to fashion the appropriate image is reflected in her use
of "Joyous Entriesn.These traditional ceremonies had real weight in the
sentiments of the subjects, had traditionally been a part of the feudal
relationship between lord and subject. and were a tried method of
procuring public support.34Margaret and Philibert had established their
reiationship with the people of Savoy on their wedding l o u p and Margaret
toured the cities of the Nethedands's before taking up residence at
Malines. During the meenth century progressed, the concept of the
"Entry" evolved into a method of propagating the mythology of a rular and
by the rule of Charles V, the message of the entries become less of an

exchange between subject and niler and more of an imperial statement.

The delicate balance of power in the Netherlands required not only
diplornatic, intelligent nile, but also that the image and perception of power
be acceptable to both the populace and to the States General. Margaret's

patronage in Malines promoted the local culture, artisans and economy
and also catered to local pride. By making Malines a famous centre of
culture and education and continuing the magnificence of the Dukes of
Burgundy, she promoted Habsburg rule, but in a realm which would
complement, not control or compete with the Netherlands' economy and
society.
Malines became a cultural centre which attracted scholars and
artists f rom throughout Europe. Margaret fostered literature and music and
-

-

--

Under Duke Amédtie Vm (early XVth c e n t ~ )The
, period is discussed in Brondy 404-414 and
Guichonnet, Histoire de la Savoie (Toulouse: Rivat, 1992) 220-26.
34 Prevenier 214-15.
3s A particulariy good account of Margaret and Philibert's entry into Geneva is recounted in S.
Linnen Jensen, Introduction, L ' é n W à Genève de Marsmerite d'Autriche. Duchesse de Savoie. 8
ddcernbre 150 1.. .(Geneva, 1938) 279-306,
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was the patron of talent as varied as Erasmus and grippa? She created
an extensive library comprised of her elaborate collection from Savoy,
Spain, Austria and France and commissioned many new manuscripts,
throughout which are inscribed a variety of Margaret's mottos and a n d 7
Several manuscripts dealt with Margaret's life and its many tums of
fortune, playing on her motto "Fortune infortune fort unen,which means
basically "the changes of fortune make one stronget? In an inventory of
her Malines collection conducted in 1523-24, 379 books are Iisted, as well

as eight genealogies."
Her painting collection was exceptional in its size and quality and
recent study has shown that this collection had a distinctly political
agenda.* The images and their display were orchestrated by Margaret to
reinforce her right to rule as well as her personal ties, portraying the
Habsburg's elaborate network of political and marnage alliances wîth other
courts of Europe. In general, Burgundian aspects were stressed in more
public areas and overtly Habsburgian references were confined to more
private commissions. Her patronage was also at the forefront of
contemporary fashion. The influence of ltalian Renaissance styles is first
seen in painting in the North around 1500 and Margaret patronized

several ltalian artists (such as, Jacobo di Barberini) as well as the two
local artists who first popularized the style in the Netherlands, Bemard van
Orley (1518-27) and Jean Gossaert (1520's).
Margaret knew exactly how she wanted her family and herself
portrayed. A portrait of her father presented to her by Albrecht Dürer in
1521 was rejected and Bérenger has suggested that the reason was the

s De la supérionté des femmes (1509) was dedicated to Margaret.
These include the arms of Savoy, Austria, Tyrol, Burgundy, Brabant and Flanders. Debae XIX.
38 The mono is first used in 1509 in Regrets de la dame infortune which was commissioned for
Margaret by Goufier de Boisy. Bmchet 175. Several manuscripts continue the theme: Changement
de Fortune (Vienna: Nationalbibüothek 2626); Cornplaints sur les malheurs de Marguerite
d'Autriche (Vienna 258 1); and Lemaire's La couronne rnargueritique (Vienna 3441).
39 The inventory is listed in Michelant, 187 1.
Eichenberger227-248.
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unfavourable appearance of Maximilian, who looked old and haggardO4'
Margaret also carefully monitored her own image and, in keeping with her
ancestors and conternporary rulers, she had numerous copies of a
specific image made of herself (Fig.7aBb) and she used these portraits as
gifts to those associated with the court and to foreign rulers."

These

portraits show Margaret soberly attired in the austere rnanner of a widow.
This focus on her status as a widow, may have been a part of her
justification of power as widows (as opposed to mamed or single women)

were often deemed acceptable as regerd3, particularîy among the
Habsburgs who had a tradition of using female regents when no other
suitable figure was avaifableu.
Margarettspatronage was not meant to be anonyrnous and she is
pictured as the donor in many of her commissions. Her donor image is to

be found in the stained g l a s of St Michel in Brussels and St Waudni in
Mons (Fig.5). She is portrayed as St Elizabeth (Fig.6) in "The Visitationn of
the Sforra H o m (British Library, MS Add.34294.f.61) and as Charity in

Bernard van Orley's 'Crucifixionn(now in Rotterdam). She is also present
in van Orley's tapestry of 'La legende du Sablon" (Brussels, Royal
Museum).
Margaret chose the style, material and subject to be presented in
her commissions. Correspondence between her and her 'maltres" and
her personal accounts show the high level of her involvement in the
creative process. She acts not as a passive patron, requesting an item
and accepting or rejecting the final result, but is rather a part of the
creative process, controlling the final appearance of the object (for
example, see following, pp.30-32). Margaret, more so than the artist or the

'' Bérenger, Histoire de I'em~ireHabsbour~:1273- 1918, (Paris: Fayard, 1990) 132. Durer's
account is found in H.Rupprich, Dürer: Schriftticher Nachlass, (Bertin, 1956) 173.
is record of eight portraits commissioned by Margaret from van Orley. which were given
to friends, acquaintances, influential courtiers and one is iisted in the inventories of Henry Vm,
Eichenberger 228.
43 McCash, J. Hall. The Culturai Patronage of Medieval Women, University of Georgia Press,
1996,7.
..
Hopkins,L i Women Who Would Be Kings, Vision Press, London, 1991,135-136.
44 Wheatcroft, The Habsburns. Embodvinn Em~ire,
Penguin, London, 1995, 122-124.
"There

architect, can be considered the "authof or "creator" of her commissions
and it is her fim control of her image that aides her success as regent and
patron.
Architectural Patronage
Margaret has been referred to as "an enthusiastic and even rather
ambitious builder"." Although the local population was wary of Habsburg

rule,Malines was to be the heait of Habsburg power in the Netherlands
and Margaret's architectural patronage created permanent visual links
between the Habsburgs and the region.

Margaret's religious works reflect the contemporary Netherlandish
style of Late Gothic structures ernploying ltalian influences only in details.
However, in her secular buildings, she is one of the first to apply
contemporary ltalian fashion to a greater extent. Early in her Regency
Margaret began renovations and construction of new sections of the
former residence of Margaret of York which she renamed the "Palais de
savoieA6(~ig.8a&b).
The old Palace had been a fairiy simple Late Gothic
structure of stone-trimmed brick surrounding on three sides an intemal
court. Its main architectural features included several stepped gables,
mullion windows and pointed arched, tracery windows in the chapel. The
new work was supervised by Anton Keldermans the Younger until1516
and Rombout Keldermans from 1517 to 1530. The new sections are a

massing of new and traditional quotations acting as both a reminder of
Margaret's heritage here and of her new, more powerful role. The new
wing was of brick, a product of a prosperous industry in the Low
Countries. The style follows traditional Flemish-Burgundian concepts but
with contemporary alterations, including scrolled gables which are the
eariiest example of such effects in secular architecture in the Netherlands.
Hitchcock has suggested that, considering Rombout Keldemian's work
until his death was only in Brabantine Late Gothic style, the influence may
Hitchcock, Scrolled Gables 2 1.

jS

have corne from ~ a g a r e t ?The gabled &one damiers with ftanking
pilasters, concave-scrolled sides and pediment termination strongly recall
the contemporary domers of François 1's late wing at Amboise (1515-24).

Yet in total, the amassing of styles in the later wings recalls the Gothic
fifteenth century town mansion of Jacques Coeur at Bourges and
Maximilian's Hoflburg in Innsbruck and their attempt to build an ancestry
from a accumulation of architectural quotations. The Regent's residence
was clearly to dernonstrate how closely she was tied to local culture and
heritage.
However, it is Brou that is Margaret's masterpiece of patronage and
propaganda. Control of Savoy and its passage to ltaly was desired by
both France and the Holy Roman Empire. Duke Charles IIIchanged

allegiance many times (until finally siding with Charles V in 1525) and
could not be counted on as a finn ally of the Empire. The constant
construction at Brou, beginning soon after Margaret's husband's death in
1504 and lasting until 1532, permitted Margaret to maintain a presence in

Savoy and provided an enduring syrnbol of the Empire's daims to the
region.

nie residence was deemed too small for the new Regent and neighbouring building were
acquired to allow for expansion, Eichenberger 228.
" ~ i t chcock, Scrolled Gables 23,
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-II
A. Brou: The Augustinian Monastery (15ô6-12)

Although Brou is characterised by its rapid construction and singleminded patron, its plans developed and changed over the twenty-six years
of its construction. By outlining the rnonastery and church's planning and
construction from conception to completion, a sense of the structures'
intemivinedness with the politics and histoiy that surrounded its patron
should be discernible, as should Margaret's intentions. Her choices
changed wiüt circurnstances, and the history of Brou k a fine example of

her political acumen and propagandistic skill.
1. Planning

According to Margaret's historian, Jean Lemaire de Belges, plans
for a memorial church began upon Philibert's death,

...en preuve de l'amour qu'elle portoit au prince defunct.. .elle
[Margaret] fit couper ses beaux cheveux aureins.. .et, en outre, elle
a delibere d'honorer le lieu où le corps de son feu seigneur est
inhumé, et d'y faire construire un edifice grand et somptueux, là où
perpétuellement seront establis gens de religion.. .et sera enrichie
sa sépulture d'une oeuvre mémorable..

..48

At his death, Philibert's body was taken to Brou, the location of an
old Benedictine priory, St. Pierre, and buned near his parents, Philip of
Bresse and Margaret of Bourbon. This was the official seat of the parish of
Bourg and consisted of small church in ill-repair. The Dukes of Savoy had
traditionally been buried at the Abbey of Hautecombe on the shores of

Lake Bourget, but Margaret decided to construct a new rnonastery to
house Philibert's tornb near Bourg-en-Bresse. The reasons for this choice
and location have been traditionally explained by a vow made by
Philibert's mother, Margaret of Bourbon when her husband, Philip of
-

-

----

-

-

Poiret 26. Lemaire's writing on the construction of Brou must be considered with the knowledge
that he was Margaret's overseer at Brou fiom 1506-1511 and had a vested interest in promoting the
project and also pleasing his patron. His account provides a non-political rational and justification
for the work at Brou which was to both his and Margaret's advantage.
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Bresse fell suddenly ill.She vowed to build a monastery for the order of St
Benoit at Brou if he recovered. He did, but she died three years latter
without having completed the vow and in her will asked her son to execute

1. Her husband made an initial gesture of giving 200 florins yearfy to the
prîory but the vow was never fulfilled. The grief-stricken Margaret took up
the vow, supposedly, on the deathbed request of ~ h i l i b e r t . ~ ~
In a social sense Margaret's decision was in keeping with
sanctioned and traditional methods of female patronage. In the late Middle
Ages secular fernale patrons were often widows and their patronage often

took the f o m of efforts to honour the deceased husband and aggrandize
her farnily, children and herself by references to past deeds?
Occasionally their patronage included their own political agendas. Cultural
authority was open to women and was a socially sanctioned way to bid for

further power. Outwardly harmless, it could nonetheless be undergirded
by serious political goals?' The widowed Duchess of Savoy utilized this

tradition to rationalize her creation of Brou.
Brou would promote her family's and Margaret's personal power in
Savoy, which was questioned by the new Duke upon Philibert's death. As
part of their wedding contract, Philibert had promised, in the case of his
death, that the Duchy would provide Margaret with an annual dowry of
12,000 'écus d'or", guaranteed by the revenues of Vaud, Romont,

Faucigny, Bresse and Bâge and 'les vaiselles, tapisseries, bagues,
joyaulx et autres biens meubles qui lors seront appartenant à son étar.52
Margaret went a step further and attempted to maintain power in her own
right in Savoy, a move which was met by resistance from the new Duke of
Savoy, Charles III and also from the Chambre des comptes who saw the
move as a Habsburg attempt to takeover traditional ducal powers.

* The vow is rnentioned in B. Andenmanen. La Maison de Savoie en Pavs Vaud (Lusanne, 1990)
248 & Jane De Jongh, Marnaret of Austria. Renent of the NetherIands Trans. Herter Norton
(London, 1954) 98.
J. McCash Hall, The Cultural Patronage of Medieval Women (Athens: U of Georgia Press,
1995) 9.
McCash Hall 17-18-

Maximilian intervened in the conflict and the resuiting Treaty of Strasbourg
(August, 1505) stipulated that Margaret keep near full power and al1 funds
from Bresse, le Faucigny and Vaud in order to guarantee her dowry and if
insufficient, she could also have funds from Villars and Gourdans.
Margaret's dowry would be govemed from the capital of Bresse, Bourgen-Bresse, by the council of Bresse, acting on orden from Margaret in

ali in es? Bourg was to be the centre of power of the widowed Duchess
of Savoy.

Margaret arranged for the parish of Bourg, then located at St.
Pierre at Brou, to be transferred to Notre-Dame of Bourg and obtained
permission from Pope Julius IIto build the new rnonastery (papal bull of
16 July, 1506). Steps were taken to replace the Benedictines with

Augustinian hennits from Lornbardy and for the church to be dedicated to
St. Nicolas of Tolentin. There is no record of the reason for these changes
which are most often explained by the fact that Philibert had died on the

saint's feast day? However, more practical reasons can be found. The
Augustinian Order had gained a popularity during the fifteenth century as
its emphasis on individual spirituality and promotion of "devotio modeman
was in keeping with contemporary religious thought."

The Augustinians

were noted for a piety which made them popufar with princes for burial
ch~rches.'~
In Savoy, several corrupt orden had been replaced by
mendicant orders, such as the Dominicans, Cordeliers and Augustinians,
De Boom 41.
Andenrnatten 248.
Y This theory is put forward by most xholars: Bmchet 147; Cahn 49; Poiret 30. St Nicolas of
Tolentin (1245-1305) was a northem Italian sainted noted as a preacher, confesser and protector of
the poor and was canonized in 1446.
55 Devotional emphasis had moved fiom mass devotion to individual experience. leaniing and
prayer ("devotio modena") reflecting the weakening of faith in the church. which was more and
more seen as corrupt and fallible. See van Os, The Art of Devotion in the Late Middle Ages. 13001500 (Amsterdam, 1994).
56 Theif devout reputation was highly regarded, as many religious orders at this tirne were
criticized for corruption. Princes (such as Maximilian I who installed Augustinians a t the court
church of the Habsburgs in Vienna) preferred the Augustinian's pious character wkch reflected
well on thern and guaranteed that the prayers and services to be said after their death wodd be
canied out. On the state of religious orders in the XVth and XWth centuries see van Os and
Lebrun 214-17.
52
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the fast which had already been placed in St Pierre d'Albi and in Geneva.
However, considering Margaret's family's ambitions in Northem ltaly and
that Maximilian had recently marrïed Mana Sforza, in part, to advance his
political position thereS7,the choice of an order from Lombardy could
perhaps have been, at least in part, a political rnove, designed to fumer
associate the Habsburgs with Italy.
Margaret's original plans were quite modest: a small church, a
monastery with one cloister, and lodgings for herself. Illustrationsof the
pour?raict(project) and projected costs were prepared and on March 31 ,
1505, a contract was signed with four Bourg builders (Bruchet 188,n.3).

Near the same time the Augustinians began to arrive. The plans were
altered nearly immediately so that work would first begin on an expanded
monastic residence as the old structure was in such a poor condition. In
keeping with her keen sensitivity to her subjects that would help maintain
her populanty after she left for the Netherlands, Margaret provided for al1
the needs of the Augustinian rnonks. They were a mendicant order but
would not need to live on the charity of the community as Margaret
provided them with several financial indulgences. 58
Margaret laid the first stone herself on 28 August, 1506 (Bruchet
191, n.7). The event is recorded in the Liber recordationum of Brou

(Archives Ain H620) which gives a dramatic account of the how, in a
turbulent storm, the Duchess laid the stone and the Sun burst forth and
the sky cleared. This story is also repeated by Margaret's court historian,
Jean Lemaire de ~elges"and is no doubt the beginning of the mythology
sunounding Brou and its blessed patroness.
In October she left for the Netherlands and wok on Brou was
continued through a network of officiais appointed by Margaret who
Benecke 95.
Poiret 3 1.
59 Lemaire was associatexi with Margaret's court from 1504 until 151 1 and has been suggested as a
source of Margaret's progressively more regal plans. He had encouraged earlier patrons, Anne of
Beaujeau and Anne of Brinany to create monuments to thernselves and in his Couronne
58

camed out her instructions and provided her with frequent reports.
Lemaire was appointed usolEcieuf'of al1 works at Brou and was
responsible for finding mateflals and workers.
Work on the convent advanced rapidly, progressing from west to
east and on Decernber 25, 1507, Louis Barangier, Margaret's secretary in
Brou, wrote that the walls were cornpleted but the roof, carpentry and
vaults were yet to be done (Bruchet, 191, n.8). Work slowed as the monks
made several requests for changes to the plans, al1 of which had to be
approved by Margaret as she was concemed over the quality of work
being done in her absence. She was reassured by Jean Perréal, in a letter
dated 4 January, 1511, that, "le logis jà fait est sy grant et sy
mannifique.. ."(Bruchet 202, n.40), although it was not yet ready for the
monks. The monks were finally installed in their new residence in
November, 1513.
The convent consisted of three two-story cloisters (Figs.9 8 1O),
each functioning in the organization of the monastic life. The first formed a
connection between the outside world and the cloistered world. Here, to
the west was,

...l'appartement de la princesse, qui consiste en huit chambres,
quâtre en bas pour les domestiques, quatre en haut pour elle et
pour ses dames.. ., en gallene par laquelle elle pouvoit aller
directement à plein pied et à couvert de ses chambres à son
oratoire dans
Margaret never stayed here but the rooms were nonetheless designed for
her use. This cloister also contained a chapter house and the sacrïsty to

the east side and Margaret's Salle des Etats to the south. The second or
"grand doître" was for the monks meditation and housed another chapter

house, a dispensary and the refectoiy. The some of the monks' cells as
well as Margaret's Salle des Etatsoverîooked the cloister. The third
margueritique (1505). he develops a grandiose scheme for a memonal to Margaret's honour in
which Virtue offers her a "trïumphaï and permanent" crown. Cahn 46-52.

cloister provided for the worldly needs of the monks and included a
kitchen, an infinnary and a prison.
The first two cloisters are done in a noble Gothic style. On the
ground-floor of both cloisters, there are rounded arch arcades with rib
vaults opening ont0 the courtyard. The arcades are supported by small
buttresses and their moulded piers are similar to those in the church. 60th
cloisters are topped by a high sloping, tiled roof. In the first, rectangular
cloister, the upper story is an arcaded gallery to the north and West (which
provide passage between Margaret's private chambers and the church)
and mullioned windows to the east and the south. The monk's entrance to
the church is on the east end of the north arcade. The second cloister is a
square, with seven arcades on each side, second floor galleries to the

south and west sides and rnullion windows to the north and east.
Decoration is limited to simple sculpture and is attributed to a local
artisan, Thibault Landry. Arch supports display vanous figures, floral
motifs and shields and decorative sculpture is found on the rectangular
frames sculpted above principal doors. In the first and second cloisters
one finds marguerites, a symbol of the patron, and small shields which
would have carrïed the amis of the patron. Marguerites are also found in
the sacristy. In the first cloister, religious symbols include an angel with
cross across from the entrance to the church, a Christ figure blessing and
a monk with a book. On the northern entrance to the second cloister one

finds two fish and the cross of St Andrew, patron saint of Burgundy.

The third cloister is done in a simple Bressan manner, adapting
local style to correspond to its practical usage: the floor is covered with
large stones, called bressans; the ground floor arcade has simple
octagonal columns and supports the high upper galleries; and a covered
well is in the centre courtyard. Here, in this utilitarian space, no political or
religious symbols are to be found.

- - -

-

* According to Pére Raphaël. quoted in Poiret 56.
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Margaret not only planned (incorporating the demands made by the
monks throughout construction) and paid for the monastery's construction
but also guaranteed funds to support the order in retum for which she
received their prayers and services. She obtained indulgences from Pope
Julius II for the church and its visitors and donated several reiiquaries
given to her by the Pope. These were to attract pilgfims, and a cult of St.
Nicolas was to develop at ~ r o u . ~ '
2. Function, Message and Reception

The monastery was buiit early in Margaret's regency,as her role as

the widowed Duchess of Savoy developed. The uncornplicated structure
made only a few references to its royal patron but its basic layout shows
the changing focus of the functions of the monastery from sacred to
secular by giving the patron significant space within the walls. By the
construction itself, Margaret maintained the Empire's presence in Savoy
. ~ on-going construction
and her royal relationship with the p ~ p u l a c eThe
and her use of local artisans aided the economy and brought the relatively

obscure Bourg-en-Bresse into the spotlight. By using money from her
Savoy dowry in Brou's construction (Bruchet 194, n.1S), she avoided any
resentment from the locals for taking their money. Bourg-en-Bresse, a
smail town of about 4000 inhabitants, off the main trade routes, benefited
greatly as Brou developed into a pilgrimage site thanks to Margaret's
endowrnents. Margarefs image was that of a great benefactress, and this
period of history has traditionally been viewed as an age d'orfor ~ r e s s e ?
Margaret's associations with prosperity and stability and the construction
of a religious convent maintained her, and thus Habsburg, influence and
popularity in Savoy.

" Poiret 64 and Bruchet 136.
" Her good relationship with the populace was

important. Savoy bad already expenenced peasant
revolts, the most serious in Faucigny in 1492 which had to be put down by the Ducal annyGuichonnet 218.
" Turrel. Bourp-en-Bresse au XVIe siècle. les hommes et la ville (Bourg-en-Bresse, 1986) 161-3.
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Brou: The Church of St. Nicolas of Tolentio
A. Control & Design: Interaction between Patron and "Maîtres"
1. A Change in Plans: Memodal for the Regent

Margaret's original plans for the church were modest: three naves
with no chapels, one west doorway and tombs for Philibert and his
mother. This plan was abandoned when Margaret decided to be buried at
Brou, as recorded in her will, dated 20 Febniary 1509.. ."Item. nous
elisons la sepulture de nome corps en leseglise du convent de sainct
Nycolas de Tolentin lez Bourg en Bresse, lequel avons fonde et faisons
présentement edifier et construyre.. ."(Bruchet 192, n. 10).
Why the decision to create a mausoleum for herself? Margaret's

political importance had grown through both her own political and
diplornatic capabilities as Regent and through Maximilian's official
recognition as the Holy Roman Emperor by Pope Julius II on 4 Febmary
1508. Her financial position improved as a result of her efforts ta improve

trade with England and her success in persuading Maximilian to end his
expensive war with the Duke of Gelderland, both of which had a positive
economic effect in the Nethetlands and provided her with funds to
supplement her Savoyard dowry.
Her historian Lemaire and the painter Jean Perréal have been
suggested as the source of her idea to create a masterpiece
memorialising herself? Yet it would not be difficult to find precedence for
an elaborate tomb within her own family: the exquisite tornbs of the Dukes
of Burgundy at Champmol; Margaret's grandfather, Frederick Ill's tomb in

St. Etienne in Vienna, which Fredenck himself had commissioned frorn
the Flemish sculpter, Gehaert de Leyde; her mother, Mary of Burgundy's
tomb in Notre-Dame, Bruges. which had been commissioned by
Maximilian in 14916'; and the tomb of her second husband, Don Juan of
-

''

Poiret 75; Cahn 43-64.
K. Bauch. Das mittelaltediche Grabbild, (Beriin/New York: Gmyter. 1976) 278-80.

Castile and Aragon in St Thomas, at Avila (built 1497-99).~~
AS well, at
about this time, two people relevant to Margaret were building lavish
tombs: Maximilian I began plans in 1508 for his monumental tomb in
Innsbruck; and Anne of Brittany, who had replaced Margaret as Charles
Vlll's wife, had just built a tomb for her father, Duke François IIof Brittany
at

ant tes?

Thus tradition and contemporary practice supportad her

decision, and perhaps a sense of competition may have also played a
part. Margaret's plans for her own tomb were to be equally as elaborate
as those of her ancestors and contemporaries and she would be
presented not simply as the duke's widow but as a powerful princess of
the Holy Roman Empire.

The reason the tomb was in Brou would seem to be entangled in
Margaret's family's ambitions to expand their Empire and her personal
position in Savoy. As mentioned, Savoy was strategically placed in regard
to contemporary Habsburg ambitions. Margaret's ongoing struggles for
power with the new Duke also necessitated a show of authority in the eyes
of the populace and to the larger political world. Although the Netherlands,
as her birthplace, may have seemed a natural location, her position there

was relatively secure and there were already several symbols of
Habsburg-Burgundian rule (Margaret's Palais de Savoie, Maximilian's
Maison du roi).

2. Early Projects (1509-12): Perréal, Lemaire & Colombe

The construction of the church was to wait until the convent was
completed, but plans for the tombs were begun almost immediately.
Lemaire had suggested Jean Perréal (also known as Jean de Pans,

1460-1530) as designer for the church and tombs. Perreal had been valet
de chambre et peintre to Charles Vlll and Louis XII and was greatly

admired by contemporaries. He had controlled various projects, including

"F.Cali. L'Ordre Hambovant et son m ~ s (Paris:
,
Arthaud. 1967) 259.
''Work on the tomb was begun by an Italian, Girolamo da Fiesole in 1500 and in 1502 Jean
Perréal and Michael Colombe took over the project which was completed in 1507. A. Blunt, C&
and Architecture in France. 1500-1700, (London: Penguin, 1982) 40-4 1.
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the tombs at Nantes, and, like Lemaire, viewed himself as a "creator", a
concept which was to prove troublesome in his relations with Margaret.
The exchange of M e r s between Margaret and Perréal regarding
the plans for the tombs shows Margaret to be an informed and exacting
patron who questioned suggestions and often overtumed them. In a letter
dated 15 November 1509 (Bruchet 192, n. 11), Penéal wrote to Margaret
with his plans for the tombs which she accepted only after considering
another by the ltalian sculptor, Pierre Torrigiano (Bruchet 194, n.16; 196,

n.25). Perréal wanted Michael Colombe, who had worked with Perréal on
the tomb of François II of Brittany in Nantes, to complete the sculpture.
Margaret, however, preferred the local sculptor, Thibault Landry, for the
work's final execution, although she agreed that Colombe would prepare

the models. She also questioned Perreal's insistence on using the local
alabaster from Saint-Lothain, Franche-Comté which she did not think to
be of sufficient quality. Several letters from Lemaire and Perréal try to

convince her (Bruchet 192-203, n.l1,25, 33, 35. 36,41) but she refused
to commit at that point.
Perréal and Lemaire envisioned a masterpiece for the Duchess. In
a letter to Barangier, 4 January, 1511, Perréal refers to the Ducal tombs at
Dijon and his own woik in Nantes as the archetype for the "chef d'oeuvre"
he will realize (Bruchet 203, n.41). A mode1of Perreal's plans, as well as

two drawings, one showing the structure from above and one from the
side, were to be made for Margaret. However, these grand plans were not
to be realized. Peneal and Lemaire's attention to the actual construction

was minimal and their ideas made little physical progress. By early 1512,
Lemaire had fallen out of Margaret's favour and had left her service for
that of the Queen of q rance^^ and Perréal was briefly appointed
"contreroleuf. This arrangement was short-lived as more serious

problems developed. Despite her requests from as early as July, 1510

"Lemaire had angered Margaret by agreeing to mite a history of Brittany for Anne of Brittany.
Poiret 70.
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(Bruchet 197, n.25) ,the church had not been begun and Pendal was
unable to control the worker~.~'
As well, Perreal and Margaret seemed to
have different concepts of the words 'patronn and "artist". Penéal's view of
himself as the "creator" collided with Margaret's view of his role as an
artisan canying out her instructions. She expected compliance to her
vision, not alternative suggestions.
The work on the plans completed to this point were tumed over to

the new master but lime of the original seerns to have been used. Walter
Cahn has speculated that Margaret had not liked the ltalian influence in
Perréal's plans."

However. Margaret was known to have had a taste for

contemporary ltalian works as she had been a patron of two painters who
had popularized the style in the Netherlands, Bemard van Orley (1518-27)
and Jean Gossaert (1520's)." As well. when the tombs were finally

cornpleted, they did contain ltalianate details. It seems more likely that
contemporary ltalian style did not fa into Margaret's plans for the
architecture of Brou. Classical ltalian influences had been brought to the
north by ltalian artists and by engravings and illustrated books and the
style had been adopted by some local artists (although often not with
absolute mastery). Tombs, especially those of the clergy and the welltraveled who had spent tirne in Italy, were the first objects to utilize the
new ltalian style. However, in the first decades of the sixteenth century, it
was mostly used in srnaller-scale arts, such as painting or manuscripts. In
architecture, ltalianate styles had mostly been applied in details or
decorations and the most popular architectural style remained late Gothic
Flamboyant. particulariy in religious architecture." At Brou, Margaret

Poiret suggests that as he was a painter*not an engineer, he was viewed as an outsider and was
unable to co&ol the building sight Perréai. h h s e l f wrote that the "masson me blasme. disent que
ne sais qu'un paintre" (Poiret 72).
70 Cahn 58.
Vandevivere & Perier-dVIeterea.Beliniaue Renaissance, (Brusse1s:Vokaer. 1973) 14.
Renaissance styles did not greatly effect the mligious architecture of early sixteenth century
Northern Europe. in Austria, the portal of the Salvator chape1 at St Stephens, Vienna (after 1515)
is in the Lombard Renaissance style but for a cornplete structure one must wait until the
seventeenth century Sdzburg Catfiedral. In Germany, the Függer chape1 (1509) in Augsburg is
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wanted tradition, history and personal references. Italian design was in
vogue in Humanistic circles but it was not a part of Margaret's personal
history and would have meant little to the average viewer. Margaret
brought in the Flemish master, Loys van Boghem, to create an
architecture which would provide the references Margaret desired.
3. Progress: the Flemish Chantim of Loys van Boghem
The new construction site was be organized as follows: A martre

maçon (Jean Perreal from 1509-12, Loys van Boghem from 1512-32)
controlled the chantier, which was comprised of many local and
eventually, Flemish artisans. A maître de /'oeuvre (Etienne Chivilliard from
1506-14, Guillemin de Maxim from 1514-23 and Louis de Gleyrens from
l523-32), monitored by the Chambres de comptes de Bourg, was
responsible for money matters (accounts, salaries) and obtaining
materials. 80th reported directly to the Duchess and were overseen by the
Council of Bresse, who provided Margaret with a yeariy report of the work.
Margaret also sent officials from her couit in Malines for surprise visits
(Bruchet 237~1.138)and received repoits from some of the Augustinian
brothers as to the project's progre~sion.~
Margaret wanted work to resume quickly and sent letters to her
accounts master, Chivilliard, the monks and the Council of Bresse
introducing Van Boghem and asking for their complete cooperation. She
informs Chivilliard that she had communicated with,

...ung maistre maçon sur la construction de I'eglise que entendons
faire en notre couvent de Brou.. .ledict maistre maçon a prins
charge d'aller sur le lieu devans la fin du moys d'aoust pour veoir la
place, regarde sur le fondemant et sçavoir et cognoistre quelz
Renaissance but a N
I Renaissance church is not found until St Michael's. Munich (1583)- See
Hitchcock, 'The Beginnings of the Renaissance in Germany, 1505- 15 15". Architectura, n.2,
(1971) 123-147. In France. St Eustache (1532) has Renaissance articulation but with Gothic
proportions and structure and the work cmied out on St Pierre at Caen fiom 15 18 to 1545 shows
Renaissance influences. For the spread of Italian styles in France see, Blunt 15-43. In Flanders,
church architecture temains generally Gothic into the XVII the century, with partial exceptions,
such as the tower of Ijsselstein church.
Brou. les bâtisseurs..., (1996) 15-19.
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ouvriers et maistres maçons. ..et après que lui aura le tout veu et
entendu, nous en fera le rapport et apr& marchief avec luy
(Bruchet 225, n.88).
Van Boghem was from a family of masons and had worked in Brussels.

He is known to have worked on the Count of Nassau's house (1503). the
Maison de roi (1 510's) for Maximilian and the galleries of Charles V's new

palace (after 1530). His main work was Brou and he spent most of his
time there directing the work.

Margaret did not want the same problems she had had with Peneal
and ensured that Van Boghem knew what was expected from hirn. His
contract of 1 June, 1513 stipulated that he should, %onstruire et édiffier
selon les pourtraictz que luy en avons baillé.. .*(Bruchet 165) and that he
could make two annual visits north to see to his affairs and, most
importantly, to report to Margaret on progress made. However, in 1515,
after realising that 'lesdicts ouvraiges dudict couvent de Brouz en sont fort

retardéz et ne sont bien dresséz ne conduictz que en sa
presence.. ."(Bruchet 232, n. 116) Margaret offered him a bonus if he
would make the joumey only once a year.
He was originally charged with only the masonry but soon
controlled al1 aspects of construction. He was an efficient and capable
manager and although he had a reptation for rudeness, he knew how to
handle his workers, appealing to their pride by praising their work, calling it
'Yrès beau et bien ordonnewon his first visit (Bruchet 164).

Progress was

made. By July 1513 he informed Margaret that the old structure had been
demolished and new foundations were being dug (Bruchet 23O,n.l07).
Worù continued through Margaret's lapse of power as Regent (January
1515 to July 1519). Near the end of October 1515, the outer walls of the

church had reached 22 feet and the choir was even higher. Margaret's
private chape1 and much of its sculptural decoration was said to be
"presque toute tailléeW(Bruchet
233, n.122). Van Boghem had originally
foreseen the church's completion in 5 years but changes in the plans and

occasional money problerns made this

impossible^* In July 1522, the

choir and transept were completed and the three tombs were well
advanced. A report from Van Boghem on 14 July, 1528 (Bruchet 246-47,
n.159), tells that the nave vaulting is in progress and that the eastem
vaults were in place. Only the upper part of the facade, the jubé, and

minor decorative and constructional elements were yet to be concluded.
Margaret showed how much she wanted the use of her church in
February 1529, by rnaking an offer of 500 pounds if he could complete the
plans in 30 months (Bruchet 24û-49.n.166).
The church was not complete upon Margaret's death in 1530 and
even after 1 was officially consecrated on 22 March, 1532, work, mostly
detail, remained. Charles V would finish most of the details by 1548.

B. The Final Result

Over the centuries, Brou has been plundered, repaired. ignored
and restored. Thus, its present form, while maintaining the aura of its
former gloty, is not an exact reflection of its intended state (Fig. 11).
However, with the aid of local records, eye-witness accounts and the
plans, accounts and correspondence dealing with its construction, most of
the original condition can be deduced (Fig. 12). Now, as upon its
inception, the exterior acts as a public statement in the form of an elegant
jewel , infused with architectural references to past and present imperial
powers and intertwined with Margaret's personal symbols. The interior,
particularly the east end, focuses on the tombs and is suffused with
Margaret's imagery. A second thematic programme has been argued for
by Christian de ~erindol." This theme, which is inte~lovenand often

ovewhelmed by the political agenda, follows the Passion of Christ and
the Resurrection and focuses on the Saints Augustine, Monica and

Nicolas, al1 saints in the Augustinian canon.
" This

n.95.

promise is quoted in a letter from Barangier to Margam, November, 1512. Bruchet 227,

The architecture is Late Gothic in the Flamboyant style of Flanders
and ~ u r ~ u n dIn
y addition,
.~~
French, Savoyard and Austrian influences
are present and parallels can be draw with contemporary Spanish
architecture. ltalian Renaissance ideas are to be seen in detaifs,
particularly on the tombs. Margaret had direct experience of most of these
regions and their styles. She had been bom in Flanders and now centered
her court there. Late Gothic Flemish architecture was extremely popular at
this tirne and had spread throughout Europe. Ils influence was felt in
France, where Margaret had been raised, and in the Spain of Ferdinand
and Isabelle. The Flemish-inspired architecture of the German, Simon di
Colonia (Burgos Cathedral, 1482-94, S. Pablo at Valladolia, b. 1486) and
the Lyonnais Juan Guas (San Juan de los Reyes, Toledo, 1478-92) was

popular during Margaret's years in Spain. Austria and Gennany, as the
centre of her father's Empire, and Savoy, as her Duchy and the location of
the church, would most certainly be a part of her frame of reference.
ltalian artists and scholars frequented her court and their influence is seen

in Margaret's patronage of manuscripts, painting and other smaller arts.
Brou, which had been a small provincial monastery, was to be
transfonned under Margaret's direction into an internationally-styled
showpiece of a Habsburg princess.
1. Exterior: A Public Statement of Authotity and Splendor

The style of Brou is not 'retron in the sense of a direct copying of

past forms but is in fact a "modemncompilation of the foms of the Middle
Ages placed in the architectural and symbolic framework of early sixteenth

century Flemish architecture. It is not 'Renaissance" in the sense of
sixteenth century ltaly but its Flamboyant style, Gothic quotations and few
ltalianate details, are contemporary with th8 late medievaf architecture of
Christian de Mdrindol, "Le ddcor emblematique et les vitraux armoriés du couvent SaintNicolas-de-Tolentin à Brou", Revuefianéaise d'héraldique et de sigillographie, n-64 (1994)
180.
There is general agreement on Late Gothic Fiemish influence (Poiret, Horsch, Cahn) with
varying emphasis on Burgundian influence, Drost calling it the last work of the Burgundian
Empire.
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Northem Europe. The main influence of the ltalian Renaissance on Brou
is its thematic focus on the patron rather than God which is closer
ideologically to the development of humanistic thought than the
scholasticism of the Middle Agas.

a. Facade
The facade (Fig.13) has a tri-leveled central-piece and follows the
form of an equilateral triangle, a form common to Gothic architecture,

such as wlh the Cathedra1 of

ila an? The central portion contains a

three-centered basket arch portal topped by a balustrade and balcony
(accessed by the inner gallery and a stairwell to the norai of the portal
(see Fig.24)) and a central, quadripartite, pointed arch window flanked by

two, bipartite, blind windows. Above the second balustrade is a scalloped,
triangular gable pierced by three triangular openings surrounding a rose

window.
The side aisles are pierced by two pointed arch windows, fronting
an aisle and a narrow chapel. They are topped with crocketed, tnangular
gables which are pierced with half-triangular windows and are joined to
the nave by flying buttresses. Buttresses divide the facade vertically and
each holds a niche with omamental canopy which may have held the
religious statues which are now placed in the interior on the jubé.
The entire facade is characterized by omamental detail, notably
flamboyant tracery, crockets and sculpture. The tympanum features
sculptures made by the Flemish workshop of Conrad Meyt of the kneeling
Margaret and Philibert presented to the Ecce-Homo by their patron saints,
St Margaret and St Nicolas. Shields below the figures and those held by

angels (which are now blank) most likely displayed Margaret's and
Philibert's amis. Philibert is accompanied by the ancient Savoy motto,

77 See James S. Ackennan, "Ars sine scientia nihil est: Gothic Theory o f Architecture at the
Cathedrai of Milan", Art Bulletin (3 1) 1949.

"FERT".'~S~.Nicolas is figured on the trumeau and St Peter and St Paul
on the jambs.
A variety of symbols are found on the archivolts: Marguerites, one

of MargaretJspersonal syrnbols; the plane and cross of St Andrew, patron
saint of Burgundy; palms or plumes (Mérindol (155) calls them palrns in
relation to the virgin martyrs whose images are found in the sculpture and
stained glass, while Poiret (116) suggests they are plumes, refemng to
Margaret's talent in the arts and diplomacy); and Philibert and Margaret's
initials intertwined by a loveknot. Emblematic symbolism is used
throughout the church, including Margaret's motto "Fortune infortune fort
une" and a knotted rope. The later has been interpreted by Mérindol (157)
as a symbol of the House of Savoy, while Poiret and Niviere (61) believe it

to be a widow's knot, in reference to Margaret. Early scholarship simply
calls it a love knot. The first explanation would seem most probable
considering that in the background of a medal celebrating Philibert and
Margaret's joyous entry into Bourg in 1502 (Fig-14) several knotted ropes

are altemated with marguerites and would seem to refer to Philibert.
These are secular forms in the traditional location of religious
forms. Margaret's blatant use of secular symbolism at the entry to a

church leaves little doubt as to the self-propagandistic nature of her
commission. This is not a new concept, as attested to by the heraldic
facade of the Habsburg Chapel of St. George at Wiener Neustadt
(1453)(Fig. 15) which was used for secular propaganda. San Pablo at

Valladolid also displays an early example of a monumental, quasi-secular
scene above a basket arched

Margaret's personal emblems are

sacralized by their presentation in the traditional location of religious
symbols. Personal emblems were a popular forrn of self-promotion and
were also used by Margaret's contemporaries. such as François 1, whose
emblem, the salamander, is to be found on most of his commissions.
78

Its Latin meaning is "He bears/carriesW.
The source of the motto is unknown- M.F.Poiret &

MD.Nivière, Brou, Bourn-en-Bresse, (Bourg-en-Bresse, 1990) 6 1.

Brou's architecture stems from a melange of sources. The varied
geometric shapes present in the facade reflect a vast inventory of
medieval architecture. The token rose window, flying arch, and buttresses
are quotes from a Gothic cathedral. The decorative detail has a
contemporary ltalian articulation but is nonetheless placed in a Late
Gothic framework in keeping with contemporary Flemish fashion, such as
seen in the facade's scalloped gable, which is reminiscent of the cuwation
of the scrolled gables Margaret's Palais de Savoie. The source of Brou's

potpourri of elaborate geometric patterns applied to a flat surface can be
found in Flemish facades as early as the late fourteenth century Refectory
of Biloque Abbey, Gent (Fig.16). This pattern is also found in the Flemishinfluenced, fifteenth and early sixteenth century architecture of Spain,
such as at Burgos cathedral.''

Flanders is also recalled by the portal,

which is comparable to that of the typically Brabantine Notre-Dame des
Sablons (finished during second half of the fifteenth century) in Brussels
and Notre-Dame-au-delà-de-la-Dyleat Malines (Fig.l7)(Bruchet 165). The
vertical divisions of the facade by heavy buttresses and the double portals
are comparable to the near contemporary facade of the Cathedral of

Chambéry (1506).
The basic layout (tripartite, large portal, flanking tunets,

balustrades, pointed windows, rose window, gable) follows that of the
transept portals at Sens (south, 1490-1500 (Fig. 18), north 1500-1513)
and Beauvais (lower portion of south, 1500-32)(Fig.19). Their creator was

Martin Chambiges, a French architect whose work would probably be
known by van ~oghem?'These transepts presented Gothic forms, not in
their original sense, but as quotations which recalled the heritage and
authority of feudal rule. This allusion to past authonty would surely have
Sanfaçon, R. L'architecture flambovante en France, (Québec, 1971) 191-92.
The cornparisons between Brou and Spanish architecture reflect the influence of Fiemish styles
in Spain (see Paui Frankl, Gothic Architecture, (London: Penguin 1962) 197). but may also be
informed by Margaret's experience of Spanish architecture. She was, for example, mam'ed in
Burgos Cathedral.
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appealed to Margaret whose role in Bresse was under question by the
Duke of Savoy and coveted by the French.
b. Body of the Church

Father Raphaël, in his late seventeenttVeady eighteenth century
description, describes the nave's exterior aisles as having gables between
each buttress. .."on compte déjà le nombre des chapelles par celui des
pavillons; celui-ci par des murailles couvertes de pierre de taille qui
s'élèvent au dessus du couvert environ un pied..

This is confirmed by

an illustration by J. de Beins, 'Carte générale de Bresse (1607).Side
gables were often used in Gothic churches and can be seen in places as
diverse as the three eastem lateral chapels of the nave of Troyes (eariy
fourteenth century), the side aisles of St Stephen's in Vienna and those of
Notre-Dame du Sablon in Brussels (Fig.20). The buttresses also held a
shield which bore the Duchess's coats of arrns.
Interestingly, in a church supposedly built with the intentions of
honouring a dead husband, the exterior of the nave and transepts give
few references to Philibert and then only in connection with his wife. He is
presented with Margaret on the front portal sunounded by St. Andrew's
crosses, a reference to Burgundy. The only other reference to him is the
intertwined initiais found once on the facade and once in a north aisle
w i n d o ~Philibert's
.~~
widow is the focus rather than her husband.
The north transept (Fig.21) is dedicated to St. Augustine in
reference to the patron saint of the Augustinian order, and is basically a
reduced version of the central facade: double doors in a recessed basket
arch portal, balustrade, pointed arch window, second balustrade and a
triangular gable pierced by a triangular and small round window. It is
similar in appearance to Notre Dame-au-dela-de-la-Dyle, Malines (Fig.
17). The south transept portal opens towards the first cloister and is

or

more on Chambiges see Stephen Murray. Beauvais Cathedral. Architecnue of Transcendence
(Princeton 1989) and Buildina Troyes Cathedrai (Bloomington 1987) 87- 109.
82 Poiret 87.
83 Mérindol 157.
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dedicated to Saint Monica, patron saint of widows. She is the rnother of
St. Augustine and the ideal Christian mother, and would make appropriate
reference to Margaret's duties as both noble widow and guardian to her
brother's children. Trumeau figures of both saints were carved by the
Flernish workshop but have since disappeared. To the east of the norai
transept is the Gorrevod chapel, Margaret's oratory (indicated by two
pointed arch windows on two levels) and der chapel. To the east of the
south transept is the tower and a Chapel dedicated to St Apollonia.
c. Tower
The tower was originally begun to go above the transept crossing

but was changed to its present placement, east of the north transept, by
Van Boghem on the request of the monks. The square, angle buttressed
tower (Fig.22) was originally topped by a Stone dome in the form of a
crown, a globe and a cross (Fig.l2), a reference to the Holy Roman
Empire. A device used by the Habsburgs, it referred to Charlemagne's
crown-topped church in Aachen and can be found in other Habsburg
structures, such as St Stephen's in Vienna (cornpleted 1433) and
Frankfurt Cathedra1 (begun 1415). Van Boghern had originally planned a
wooden spire but Margaret preferred something more imperial, symbols of
the "world" and a '%rownn(Bruchet 178). This request may be related to
Charles V's election as Holy Roman Emperor in 1519, an event that

Margaret helped bring about through financial and political maneuvering
(see above, pp. 10-1 1).

This imperial allusion would be clear to al1 informed, noble viewers
and would be visible from a distance, informing the visitor before they
arrived of the structure's Habsburg connections. It is impossible to say
whether the average Savoyard understood this device or simply took it as
a generic royal symbol. Either way, the building would have been seen as
more than a simple ducal church.

The tower's top portion was destroyed in the mid-seventeenth
century as the tower was in danger of collapse and a wooden spire

replaced the globe and cross. The entire top was destroyed in 1794 when
the region was ordered to destroy al1 church towers.

d. Roof
A faulty drainage system lead to problems with the roof which was
remade in 1557 and again in 1759, when it took its present Mansard

fom"(~ig.11). The roof was originally single-pitched and covered with a
pattern of coloured tiles. Father Rapheal wrote.. . "le couvert est à a
française, extrêmement haut, droit et aigu.. .elle est couverte de tuiles

plates à crochets, vernissées, plombées et peintes de plusieus couleurs,
lesquelles étant arrangées avec méthode. ..*(fig.12).

The tiles were of

red ochre, brown, yellow, dark green. This manner of roofing was typical
of the Flamboyant style and is found in both secular and religious

buildings, such as the Burgundian Chancellor Rolin's Hotel-Dieu in
Beaune and in the Habsburg's St Stephen's Cathedra1in Vienna.
In 1548, additional colours and decorations, "...d'or fin en feuille,
azur et aultres couleurs.. ."(Bruchet 259,n. 190). were added on the orders
of Charles V to the roof and to various details. These additions were so

precious that they were in fact plundered by French soldiers in 1557, who
even took the water gutters (Bruchet 260,n.193). Charles V's

embellishment of Brou is significant as Savoy had fallen to the French in
1536 and thus Brou had become a Habsburg monument within French

territory. The church was clearly understood as more than a reminder of
the patron, as an illustrious and bedecked reference to Habsburg heritage
in Savoy.

e. Message and Reception
Max Bruchet has written that had Perreal and Lemaire stayed on,

Brou would have been a great French Renaissance building, and that it
was van Boghem who brought the influence of the Late Gothic of Flanders
(162). Van Boghem did indeed bring the style, but it was the patron who

" Drainage has continued to trouble Brou and restoration is now undemay to improve drainage
and restore the tiled, pitched roof by 1998. See exhibition catalogue Brou. Ies bâtisseurs.. ..

chose him. Margaret consciously selected the contemporary Late Gothic
of Flanders. This may or rnay not have been her aesthetic inclination, as
Margaret patronized many humanist artists at her court, but is was most
definitely her political preference. Brou was to suggest history, authority
and magnificence, well embodied by traditional Gothic. Renaissance
details were used as they were in the North, only in the details applied to
basically Gothic structures.86
The most impressive structure in Savoy at the time was the Sainte-

Chapelle of the Duke of Savoy's Château in Chambéry. The chapel,
completed under the rule of Duke Amédée Vlll(1408-27) was completed
in the Flamboyant Gothic style and was associated with the 'golden agen
of ~ a v o yBy
. ~using
~ a similar style as the Dukes of Savoy, Margaret
alluded to and appropriated the authority of the Dukes.
Brou resembled a precious jewel or reliquary and must have been
quite astonishing for visitors to this small village. W i i its royal crown,
pitched, tiled roof, aisle gables and lush detail, the exterior must have
presented a distinctly royal view. However, royal references were also
balanced by more practical concepts. The facade is reminiscent of
fifteenth century Flemish town halls, such as those at Middleburg and
Bruges and of the Grand Counsel Hall at Malines (Fig.23). These secular
structures had appropriated forms and details from both royal and
religious buildings, symbolically transfemng authority from church and
King to the state. They used tracery, statuary, balustrades, imposing
portals and other traditional forms to transfer this power. Brou, officially a

church, is also Margaret's symbolic representative in her absence and her
"town hall" in her presence.
The Savoyards would see in the exterior of Brou a symbol of

Margaret of Austria's 'spiritual" domination of region and her links and
right to rule Savoy. Traditional styles allude to a history and precedence to
85

86

Poiret 87.
Hitchcock, Gennan Renaissance-..42-46, Poiret & Niviere 65.

her rule and give her a locale of power. The economic boom resuiting
from the construction and Margaret's provisions to pay for the monKs
upkeep herself, thus taking the burden from the local population, could do
nothing but endear her to the Bressans. Admiration of her would be a
thorn in the side of the Duke of Savoy and the brilliance of Brou would be
a constant reminder of his remarkable contender for power.
2. lnterior

The interior is designed around its anstocratic functions and reflects
the double nature of the institution. It was to be a princely mausoteurn,
with appropriate sanctuary space to enable a monastic congregation to
celebrate mass and offer prayers to the deadB8,and a uprivatenchape1 for
the Duchess, where she is surrounded by symbols of her distinction and

could thus be displayed to a chosen public. Aithough the symbols are still
profuse, the building was originally filled with many other %mes et

.

blasons de Madicte Dame.. .a 9 many of which have now disappeared.
However, the distribution throughout the church of the remaining symbols
appears to reflect the function of different areas and the audience that
would enter each. The jubé is the mid point marker which divided the
church into two near equal halves which reflect the two different types of

spaces, public and privileged.
a. Public Spece
(1) Nave, Aisles, Jubé

The nave consists of four bays flanked by two aisles and eight
shallow chapels (Fig.24). It is a basic Gothic layout popular in the
Franche-Comtéand sirnilar to many early fifteenth century Flemish
churches such as Notre-Dame de la Chapelle in ~ r u s s e l sThe
. ~ west wall
itself is plain with two rectangular doors, a flamboyant balustrade and a

Brondy 407.
Cahn 59.
89 From an 1527 inventory listed in Quinsonas tl,380-82; also Bruchet 244-45, n.155.
Noted in Poiret and Niviere 65 and Bruchet 165.
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four-paneled, clear-glass tracery window. The two-storied nave consists of
an arcade topped by a passageway with balustrade and a clerestory.
Each pier has a complicated polygonal base in a series of thin
colonettes and mouldings(Fig. 25).The pien rise without interruption into
the nave arcade and across the thick transverse rib and major diagonal.

Two additional tiercerons emerge from between the transverse and major
diagonals in the four corners of each bay and the four additional liemes
along the crown of the webbing, creating star vaults with five keystones
(Fig.26), similar to those in the east of the south transept of Saint-Etienne

at Beauvais.

Each chapel contains a five-paneled window with clear glass and
flamboyant tracery within the arch. The only stained glass is a small
lozenge containing a small motif in grisaille and golden yellow, of either an
intertwined M and P or the cross and plane of St ~ndrew.~'
The clerestory
windows have three panels, flamboyant tracery and clear glass. The
natural light against the wam-toned Stone creates a golden glow and an
open, light space.
The nave is filled with references to Margaret's Burgundian heritage
in the f o m of St Andrew's cross and plane and small Burgundian symbols
in the nave windows. A font decorated with Margaret's motto, 'Fortune
infortune fort une" is found in the southem aisle. Again, as on the nave's
exterior, the few references to Philibert, found in the intertwined initials of
the windows, refer to his relationship to Margaret.

The concept of the division of nave and choir by a jube (Fig.27)
was fashionable around the tum of the century. Albi (15OO),Troyes (1508161g2and King's College Cambridge (c.1508) al1 have jubés from this time.

However, Brou's jube is closer in composition to slightly earlier Flemish

These simple windows were pan of Margaret's conception of Brou as she had refused to allow a
sponsor of an aisle chapel to insert theu arms in the chapel window, Colvin, Architecture and the
Afier Life (New Haven: Yale UP, 1991) 185. Their arms were permitted on their personal tomb
but not in the pubIic windows, Bruchet 248,n.165.
a Bialostocici. L'Art du XVe siècle des Parler à Dürer. (Paris 1993) 3 14- 16.
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models. such as St Pierre at

ou vain?^ Brou's jube consists of three

segmental arches. The sida arches open into niches with altars, while the
central arch frames the door leading to the choir. Curvilinear tracery is
suspended from the arches (similar to that at Troyes). and three
undulating gables fiIl the spandrels and over lap the balustrade. The
underside of the jubé is elaborately vaulted with embellished bosses. as at
Albi. The pien are renaissance in fom but the superstructure is
flamboyant. P and M's nin along the lower ridge of the balustrade and
marguerites along the upper. The statues now placed on the omate
balustrade are believed to been originally from the exterior of the church.
(2) Message and Audience
A person entering the nave of Brou would pass through a lavish

portal which established Margaret and Philibert's relationship and gave

many references, stylistically and symbolically to Margaret's regal ties.
The viewer would enter into an elegant but modest nave with few

references to any person but the patron. From here they could perhaps
glimpse the patron herse1or view her crests in the chevet windows or in
one of the emblematic hangings intended for ~ r o uThere
. ~ was a clear

line between the public space of the nave and the more privileged space
of the choir, reflecting the social divisions of the time. The nave is elegant
and impressive but is sparsely adomed in cornparison to the royally

referential choir, which was meant to surround the Duchess and the
monks who are to pray for her soul.
A viewer from the nave, while having only a lirnited view of the

choir, could glimpse the splendors of royalty. The following would be
visible: a person crossing the jube from roughly the chest up; the windows
of the south transepts depicting the story of Suzanne and the eiders; the
image of Christ and the doubting Thomas in the Gorrevod Chapel; the

upper clerestory of the chevet which contains Margaret and Philibert's
-
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Mérindol 173. Also see section on Stained G l a s

various coats of amis and Christ's appearance to Mary Magdalene; and
with the doors of the jube open, the tornb of Philibert. The greater pait of
the choir's omamentation would be blocked from view, suggesting the
choir was reserved for a more selective audience. Decoration becomes
progressively more profuse and detail more refined as one moves from
the nave to the monk's choir and finally to Margaret's Oratory and Chapei.
b. Privileged Space:

(1) Clergy: Monks' Choir, Stalls, Chevet
In the choir, the derestory and star vauits are the same as those in
the nave. However, the arcade is half filled by thick walls against which
stand the seventy-four choir stalls (Fig.28). Occupying two bays, they were
carved between 1530-32 by local artisan, Pierre Terrason from Flernish

designs. The misericords have a variety of genre and allegorical scenes
while above, under elaborate carved canopies, are scenes from the Old
(north side) and New Testaments (south side). The open galleries above
the stalls are fronted by a balustrade of the same design as that in the
nave. From the choir, the monks had easy access to the monastery and a
good view to the splendon of their patron's tomb and her many reference

in the chevet and the back side of the jube. The monks would be able to
see Margaret enter from the monastery, and walk across the jubé to her
oratory.
The east side of the jube (Fig.29) is filled with royal symbols:
intertwined P and M's, shields, marguerites, the syrnbols of St Andrew and
the knotted rope. If the last is indeed a attribute of Savoy, then it is here
that Philibert is given the most symbolic space. The house of Savoy is
represented independent from its relation to Margaret only in the more
exclusive areas of the choir, Margaret's chapel and the Gorrevod chapel.
Publicly, Philibert is presented as the husband of Margaret of Austria.
The chevet has five bays, with nanow. two-paneled windows.

Margaret's motto runs along the bottom ridge of the windows (Fig.30) and
on the piers between the widows are diamond-shaped shields, now blank.

Below are four, articulated, basket arch niches, al1 plain except for the
most southern which is filled with flamboyant decoration. The chevet is
comparable to that of the private chape1 of the Dukes of Savoy, the
Sainte-Chapelle in the Ducal Palace at Chambéry (Fig.31) which had

-

been built by Duke Amédée Vlll(1408 c.1427) and was known as the
most splendid in ~ a v o yIts
. ~quotation at Brou could be an attempt to
symbolically transfer the centre of worship and authority in Savoy. Brou's
chevet echoes the basic forms of Sainte-Chapelle and improves upon
them. At Sainte-Chapelle, the niches are flat. wilhout articulation, and
were most likely draped with tapestriesg6.It's stained glass, which portrays
images of Christ's passion with only one Savoyard emblem at the base of
the centre window, is an undistinguished display of lineage when
cornpared to Brou, where most of the stained glass (see section on
stained glass) and emblematic references relate to Margaret.
The details of the ribs and keystones are more elaborate than in
the nave and contain Margaret's motifs. The floor (laid 1531-32) was
originally paved with multitoloured, predominantly blue, ceramic tiles
made by a Lyon artisan, François de Canarin from ltalian Renaissance
models. The choir's original colour scheme: blue tile floor, off white and
black tombs, red-orange stalls and the yellow, red, blue and green of the

windows combined with the profuse decorative detail would have been
impressive and would certainly have given the monk's a splendid place of
worship in which to pray for their patron.
(2) Functionaries and Nobles: Chapls
The Chapel of Lourent de Gorrevod, govemor of Bresse and
Margaret's counselor at Malines, opens off the north ami of the transept
and the Chapel of Abbot Antoine de Montécuto, her chaplain and
Brondy 407-12.
In the nineteenth century. the niches were painted to resemble sculptural articulation in a sunilar
manner as at Brou. This relaavely modem decoration has been mistakenIy presented as
contemporary to Sainte-Chapelle's construction (see Brondy, 407-412) and 1 only discovered this
rnistake upon visiting Charnbery in May,1997. The trompe f 'oeil was removed in the 1960's and
the walls remain plain today.
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confessor, opens to the south. The chapels are placed between
Margaret's space and that of the public, perhaps in a symbolic reflection
of their roles as Margaret's representatives to her populace. 60th
chapels' stained g l a s (see section on stained glass) have images of their
patrons and of Christ resurrected, in keeping with the church's role as
rnausoleurn. The tombs of Lourent Gonevod and his wife, Claudine de
Rivoire had bronze effigies and are known to have been destroyed in the
Revolution (Bruchet 180). The Abbot's tomb has also disappeared.
The Montécuto chapel is dedicated to Our Lady of the Seven
Sonows, perhaps an allusion to his patron's many tums of fortune. The
only other item believed to have been intended for the chapels was a
triptych of the crucifixion, commissioned for Brou from Bernard Van Orley
by Margaret. François ~athey" has suggested it was destined for one of

the chapels, however, it was incomplete on Margaret's death and it
remained in the Netheriands on the order of Charfes v."
There is also a chapel, opposite to Margaret's, to the south of the
chevet, sometimes called the Prince's chapel, which was dedicated to St
Apollonia. Mérindol (155) has suggested it was sponsored by Charles III,
Duke of Savoy. Following the French defeat at Pavia (1525), Charles III
finally sided with the Charles V. It may have been these improved

relations that prompted him to request a chapel at Brou through an
Augustinian monk, Paul de Dronero, in August 1528 (Bruchet 247, n.161).
The following month Margaret requested Dronero to chose a location for

the chapel (Bruchet 248~1.163)
but the final decision is not known?
The St Apollonia chapel had been nearly finished, with Margaret's
symbols on the keystones, in 1527 (Bruchet 244, n.155). It is accessed
from the monk's passage from the monastery and by a door leading into
the choir. Placed behind the tower and off to the side it would have
Mathey. Brou (Paris lW8) 42.
Poiret 47.
Bruchet notes that Margaret's Private Council was to make a decision on the request but the
result is not recorded, 248, n.164.
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provided little opportunity for public display. However, it would have
provided the Duke with a clear view of the architecture of the chevet,
which clearly quoted his own chapel in Chambéry but with al1 the symbols
of Margaret of Austria's power . If it did become the Duke's chapel, its
relatively isolated position and references to Margaret would certainly
reflect Charles Ill's secondary position to the Duchess.
(3) Royal: Oratory, Passageway, Chapel, Stained Glass, Tombs and

Tapestries
Oratow 8 Passaaeway
After Van Boghem's initial vis&to Brou in 1SI 2, Barangier wrote

Margaret telling her of van Boghem's recommendations. One was the
erection of a private oratory for Margaret, accessed directly from her
apartments by means of a passage over the jubé from which her tomb
would be visible from above (Bruchet 227, n.95). The Duchess was still
relatively young and there was no reason to believe she would not live to

see the church's completion. Thus an oratory where she could witness
services and a stage where she could be displayed to her public were
practical necessities. This plan was carried out to Van Boghem's
specifications in the final construction.
The two-storied oratory (Fig. 32) is to the north of the monk's choir,

west of the Duchess's Chapel. The floors are connected by a spiral
staircase. The lower room contains a fireplace flanked by two niches, an P
and M to the left and a shield to the right. Undulating arches forms blind
arcading above the mantelpiece, quite similar to that in the Chapel of St.
Hubert at Amboise (begun 1483). Two windows are above the niches and
four elaborate keystones with the intertwined initials of Margaret and
Philibert and two Burgundian amis join the ribs which decorate the ceiling.

The upper roorn has the same layout with stellar ribbed vaults

whose bosses are elaborately detailed. Here there is also an interesting
and perhaps telling anomaly. The intevtwined P and M's are revened to
put M first and the P backward (Fig. 33). A mistake in the most important

space, in a church where even the smallest details were given attention,
seems unlikely. On the facade and more public areas, Margaret's
connection to Philibert is represented by their intertwined initials but in her
private chamber the real power balance is revealed. Whether by her
direction or by the decision of a loyal servant aiming to please his patron,
the result is still telling as to the focus of Brou.
An oblique window pierces the eastern wall of the lower and upper
room (Fig.34) through which the adjacent chapel and chevet can be seen
(Fig.35). The inner face of the arch of the window is wider along the sides
than at the top. Multiple parallel moldings and other omament on the
cuwe of the arch make it a display of stereometric p r e c i s i ~ n . Frorn
' ~ ~ here,
not only could Margaret partake of the service unseen, she could view her

image in the stained glass of the choir and in her tomb and the moming
Sun would cast colourful light through her image in the chevet into her

private rooms. Van Boghem had specially arranged these views. He is
recorded in November, 1512 by Barangier as having expressed hopes of
building a chapel, "...qui sera ung chief d'oeuvre et pourrez descendre par
dessubs le jubilé.. .en vostre chapelle, de laquelle pour&

veoir par

dessubs vostre sepulture au grand haulten(Bruchet 227, n.95). The
setting would not only be royal but also in keeping with the religious
concept of the "momento monnallowing Margaret to contemplate her
remembrance after death. The chapel and oratory confom to the
specifications set out in the letter mentioned above, suggesting that the
patron found these proposals in accordance with her vision.
Margaret's entrance from the monastery opens to the south gallery
above the choir and follows across the jube to the oratory. On either side
of the jubé are Stone door frames (Fig.36) which would seem to be more

ceremonial (perhaps decorated or curtained during an entry) than
functional. The balustrade along the front of the jube is decorated by
marguerites on the upper railings and is quite high pennitting only a limited
'00 Cahn
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view of the patron by those in the nave. The passageway continues,
accessed by the spiral staircase, and follows around the nave and opens
on to the balcony on the facade.
The practice of a route through a church entirely above ground
recalls a tradition in pnncely chape~s.'~'The Habsburg's traditional use
stems from Charlemagne's Palatine Chapelle at Aachen where the
Emperor had a private space from which to view but remain unseen. The
tradition continued with the Ottonians, as seen in the royal abbeys of
Hildesheim and Essen. which provided private space and display
balconies. Charles IV's St. Vitus Cathedra1 in Prague is also similarly laid
out for public displays with intemal and extemal balconies over the south

portal and passageways above the choir.
Brou's design is perfect for the public display of a "Joyous Entry".
Through the mythical, impenal and religious allusions to herself, the
patron has prepared a ready made setting for an 'Entry". The galleries are
also useful as presentation platfoms or to hold court members or
musicians. The church acts as a giant reliquary in which the most precious
relic is to be Margaret, both alive and dead. Just as a relic would be
presented to the congregation, Margaret would present herself to the
populace and clergy as she walked from the monastery across the jubé to
her chapel where she would be unseen but her presence understood, and
as she walked along the nave passageway to stand behind the
congregation within the nave or to present herself on the facade gallery. If
privacy was required her passage along the nave could be hidden by
tapestries or hangingslM.
Chapel
Margaret's Chapel is square and lies to the east of the oratory.
Access is gained to the chapel through the lower chamber of Margaret's
oratory and it is open to the chevet. The noith wall is taken up by the large
'O'

Cahn 60.

stained glass window depicting the Assumption of the Virgin. The lower
walls are lined with white marble with seven delicately canmd arcaded
niches with altemating intertwined P and M's and shields (Fig.37).
The east wall holds the white marble Retable of the Seven Joys of
the Virgin (Fig.38), which is thematically balanced by the Virgin's Seven
Sorrows referred to by the Abbot's chapel. The delicately canred retable
presents the Seven Joys: the Annunciation, the Visitation, the Adoration of
the Shepherds and the Magi, the Resurrection of Christ, the Pentecost,
and the Assurnption of the Virgin. ln the central niche, the crowned Virgin
rises from her tomb surrounded by angels and below, kneeling by the

Virgin's tomb, is a widow, Margaret of Austna. Margaret's kneeling figure
would be visible only to those in the chapel and those approaching from
the north aisle. The retable is topped by statutes of the Virgin and Child
flanked by the Magdalene and St Margaret.
The detailed retable was made by the Flemish workshop which
made the similarly elegant tomb statutes. The woik was achieved in two

stages: before 1528, the larger statutes and the body of the 'Yabemaclen
were completed; and after 1528, the details of each cornpartment and

some cherub-like angels were executed. The earlier work is expert while
the later shows some inexperienced attempts at Italianism.
Above the retable is stained glass in flamboyant tracery depicting
angels and musicians. To the west is the wall of Margaret's oratoiy
pierced by the two oblique windows which have marguerites carved on
their ridges. To the south is Margaret's tomb.
The vaults are the most involved in the building (Fig.39). The

configuration of the ribs takes the form of two concentric four-point stars,
connected at their points by formerets and intersected by ridge ribs. There
are thirteen elaborate pendant bosses with painted armorial shields of the
ducal couple. lntncate vaulting and decorative bosses were popular in

l m Margaret's potenfial usage of the church can only k deduced from the plans. which provide for
many presentation opportunities, as she was dead before Brou was compteted.
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Flamboyant architecture and are present in many royal works, such as St.
Hubert's Chapel at Amboise and in the chapel of the Duke's of Savoy at
Chambéry. The hierarchy of omamentation at Brou reflects the society for
which it was made in that only Margaret, the clergy and selected penons
would visit this beautifully designed and omamented space and their own
privileged poslion would be reflected in their sunoundings.
Stained Glass
The focus of the decorative and symbolic theme of the stained
glass windows is found in the five windows in the chevet, those in
Margaret's chapel and the small lozenges with Margaret's monogram or
coats of amis on the otherwise clear aisle windows. The south transept
and private chapel windows were completed under the direction of van
Boghem, following Margaret's directives.

The creation of the windows under Margaret's direction is well
doc~mented.'~
In 1525, as the choir was finished, Van Boghem traveled
to Brussels where he purchased from an anonymous painter for twentyfour pounds, four designs for three windows in the chevet and those in

Margaret's chapel. He also purchased 700 pounds of lead to make the
windows. Upon his retum to Brou, he gave the designs to the glasspainters, Jean Brachon, Jean Orquois and the 'Lyonnaisn Antoine Noisin

who made the windows in a temporary workshop near Brou. The central
chevet window and that with Philibert le Beau was installed in 1527, and
that with Margaret, as well as the Assumption of the Virgin in Margaret's
chapel, in 1528. Van Boghem requested designs for the heraldic windows,

a total of sixty-four coats of amis. in 1528 from a Brussels painter. The
identity of this painter is debated. One possibility is Bernard van Orley,

who often worked for Margaret, but this notion is rejected by Louis
Grodecki who believes the work to corne from the workshop of Nicolas

'O3

For a full list of sources on Brou's stained glas see Exoosition:Viirail Rhône-AI=,

cyan,1983) 60- 1.
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Rombouts or his entouragdm Rombouts had designed the windows of
Saint Gudule in Brussels for Margaret in 1524, which show a similar
composition to Brou with the patrons kneeling with their patron saint in
elaborate architectural niches. However, much of the detail in the Brou
windows follows the traditions of Flanders at the time (plentiful coats of
arms, the layout of the chevet windows) and it is difficult to determine a
definite author. As well, the fact that the designs were executed by French
painters makes it is impossible to know where the original design ends
and their interpretation begin~.'~'
Yet, as with the rest of the church, the

artist and design were Margaret's choice and were infomed by her
intentions.

The windows of the chevet, alhough centered on religious themes,
fan out to become an elaborate display of heritage and political
connection. The central window, in the lower portion, depicts Christ,
draped in a dramatic red cloth and holding a crossed staff, appeanng to
the Virgin Mary. They are framed by Renaissance architecture and the

fioor is of blue and yellow tiles. similar to the floor in Brou. In the upper
window, Christ appears to the Magdalene, who like al1 female saints
depicted in Brou, has golden hair akin to that of Margaret in her images.
Above the figures is a Flamboyant architectural frame with tiny cherubs.
Both compositions are based on Albrecht Dürer's engravings on the
"Small Passionn(1510). Below these central figures are two coats of arms,
not those of Philibert and Margaret, but those of the Habsburgs and
Margaret. Philibert's are to be seen to the north under his image.
To either side of the central window, Margaret and Philibelt kneel
with their patron saints. To the south, Margaret (Fig.40), dressed in

.

reddish-gold with a headdress decorated with marguerites kneels at a
prie-dieu before a colourful tapestry. A dog, a symbol of fidelity, lies at her
Grodecki, "Les Vitraux de Brou au Musée des Ans décoratifs", Visa-

de l'Ain, n.24, 1953.2-

7.
'O5 Jean Lafont, &e Vitrail francais (Paris. 1958)) believes the design to be primary while Gcodecki
("Les vitraux de Brou.. .") believes the painters and their material choices to be the most important,

feet (as it also does in her Chapel window). St Margaret stands behind in

a sirnilarly coloured gown trampling a dragon. Above their heads is a
garlanded Renaissance arch. A tapestry appears to cover the entrance to

a chape1 which could reflect how tapestries were hung in Brou.
PhilibeKs pose (Fig.41) mirron Margaret's and he wears armour,
the arms of Savoy and a necklace reading 'FERT. At his feet are pieces
of armour, reflecting his active lifestyle. Below is his crest, the amis of

Savoy, surrounded by "FERT" and topped by a helmet and winged lion.
He and St. Philibert are placed in Renaissance architecture which opens
to the countryside. Although Margaret would live to be a more public figure
than her husband, their imagery remains true to traditional images of male
and female roles; Philibert as knight, concemed with extemal affairs and
Margaret as loyal wife, placed in interiors.
The presentation of donors in the windows of their churches or
chapels was quite common and two Habsburg examples are found in
Nuremburg with Frederick III portrayed in the windows of St. Lawrence

and Maximilian I at St Sebald. Margaret is also displayed as a donor in the
windows of St Michels in Brussels and St Waudru in Mons (Fig.5).

In the window north of Philibert are the amis of ancestors (Fig.42):
to the left, the house of Savoy, whose earliest ancestor is given as
Berault, mythical nephew of Otto Ill,thus linking Savoy to the Imperia1

House of Saxony and the anceston of the Habsburgs; and to the right.
the house of Bourbon since the time of Saint-Louis. Above him are
symbols of the possessions of the House of Savoy, including not only near
by territories such as Aoste, Geneva and Nice but also Cyprus and
Jerusalem. To the south (Fig.43) and above Margaret are the arms of
Austria and Burgundy. On the lef?panel of Margaret's windows, are the
anns of the Habsburg emperors and their spouses from the thirteenth
century, beginning with Rudolphe I (whose effigy is among Maximifian's
moumers in Innsbruck) and on the right panel are the amis of Burgundy,

which include the Burgundian union with Austria and end wïth Margaret
herself.
The heraldic display is similar in concept to those in several
Flemish churches: St Gudule in Brussels, St Gommaire in Lierre and St
Jacques in Liège and St Waudru in ~ o n s . Margaret
'~
had in fact donated
the windows in St. Gudule as wsll as those in two other Brussels
churches, Notre-Darne-du-Sablonand St Michel. Her Austrian heritage
may have encouraged her in this as displays of heraldry were a speciaity
of the Habsburgs. Frederick IIIincluded thirty-seven coats of amis on his

chape1 of St Etienne and on the Vappenwandnof the Chapel of St.
George (1453) at Wiener Neustaât, 110 coats of a n s fiIl the facade
between two early Gothic buttresses. The practice was used in smaller
arts as well, as evidenced by a diptych (Fig.44) from the 1490's of

Margaret and her brother, Philip, surrounded by coats of amis. Great
displays of arms and ernblems are also to be found in the architecture of
Ferdinand and Isabella, such as the Capilla del Condestable, Burgos
(Fig.45) and the facade of San Pablo, ~alladolid.'~'

In Margaret's Chapel, the impressive window of the "Assumption of
the Virginn(Fig.46) is also from a Dürer design, "The Coronation of the
Virginn (Fig.47) engraved in 1510 for the senes "The Life of the Virgin".
The image is in keeping with the resurrection theme, but again the

religious significance is secondary to the presence of the patron. As in the
chevet, Margaret and Philibert kneel at prie-dieus with their patron saints
behind them. Margaret wears a cloak bearing the amis of her past
husbands (France, Spain and Savoy) while Philibert bears the arms of
Savoy on his shirt . Between them lies their coats of amis, Margaret's
echoing her cloak with the addition of the Habsburg imperial crown, her
motto and the amis of the Habsburgs and Burgundy. Above, the serene
EX DOS^tion 47.
It is interesting to note ihat both of these building were the work of Simon of Cologne. which
suggests a possibility of German influence on these emblematic displays, M. Durliat, L'architecture
Es~aanol(Toul~use:Didier 1966).
los
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Virgin gazes at Margaret and is crowned by a regal God, holding an orb,
and Christ, holding a sceptre, with a crown resembling the imperial crown
in Margaret's coat of a n s . 60th deities are also crowned. Christ's is
similar to the crown seen in the crests of Burgundy (ie. Charles the Bold)
and Godrs is like the Holy Roman Emperor's. It would not be hard to
imagine this scene imitating a symbolic crowning of a woman who never
got to be Queen. Power was given to her as Regent through Maximilian,
and perhaps here is a syrnbolic representation of the passing of power

through the Habsburg generations.
The entire scene is framed by Renaissance pillars and a classical

frieze. The grisaille frieze above depicts the Triumph of the Faith" and is
after a work by Titian (1510) well known from engravings. At the center
Christ is seated in triumph escorted by the Doctors of the Church. Before
him are the patriarchs of the Old Testament and behind him the Apostles
and various Saints.

The only windows missing are one in the north transept, whose
subject is unknown and was destroyed by accident in 1539, and a second
which was behind the Retable. It represented the resunection of Christ
with Saints Peter, Augustine and Nicolas and three others and
disappeared after it was removed for restoration in 1 8 0 0 . ' ~There is
speculation as to whether the three large windows of the westem facade
were ever painted. In a letter to Charles V in 1531, Van Boghem proposes
to create three large windows for the westem facade but there is no

response to this proposa^.'^
The windows in the chapels and the south transept are
independent creations. The quadripartite window in the Gorrevod chape1
presents the patron with his wife and their patron saints in the two far

'" Exuosition 57.
'O9 Scholars have disagreed if the windows were actually made. Bruchet (1 17) and Bernard Rost
(Notice sur les anciens vitraux..., Lons-le-Saunier, 1885,22) state they were not completed.
Lucien BCguie (in Victor Nodet, L'énlise de Brou, 19 1 1. 194) believes the central facade window
to have k e n completed, based on smdI blue and red fragments representing angles which are now
placed in the upper part of the window.
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panels and doubting Thomas placing his fingers in Christ's wound in the
two central panels. The patrons and saints are encased in a Gothic niche
and below them are their coats of amis. The central scene takes place
under a Renaissance arch with the anns of Savoy and Margaret above.
Christ holds a pendant which also displays the emblem of Savoy. As
govemor, Gonevod would also need to appeal to the Duke's good will and
he carefully refen to the House of Savoy in his chapel's irnagery. Angelic
musicians are within the tracery above similar to those above the Retable
of the Seven Joys of the Virgin.
The Montecuto window shows Supper at Emmaus as the Apostles
just recognize the risen Christ. Gothic architectural detail is found behind
the patron, the Abbot, who is presented by his patron saint, St. Anthony,
and Renaissance detail behind the religious scene.
In most of the stained glass, the dominate theme is the
Resurrection. The one exception is the window of the south transept
which depicts the trial scenes from the story of Suzanne and the Elders.
Suzanne had refused the propositions made by two Elders after seeing
her at her bath. In revenge, they accused her of adultery. The scenes
depicted show Suzanne before a judge, Daniel, and the two Elders being
found out and thrown into prison. Not commissioned by Margaret, the
window depicts a popular subject which was often presented in religious
plays. The clergy of Notre Dame of Bourg were known to have presented
the "Jeu de sainte Suzanne" on important fe~tivals."~
All windows are done in sumptuous colours: green, red, blue,
yellow, violet, and gold, which is used mostly in costumes, architecture
and drapery. The technique is masterly in both the painting and engraving.
The originality of the windows is a result of the collaboration of Flemish
and French rnasters, the use of several sources of inspiration (Dürer,
Titian) and the mixture of Gothic and Renaissance motifs. The subjects
are chosen with function in rnind, the religious images have mostly to do
"O

Poiret 109.
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with resurrection and the many secular images refer to the patrons and
their politics. And, as usual, Margaret of Austria is the most prominent
subject.
Tapestries
The colour of the windows was also enhanced by the many
hangings of gold, velvet and brocade which once draped the walls of the
church. A convent receipt dated 15 June, 1532, mentions nine large
tapestries with the Duchess's heraldry, four of which were still to be found
in the sacristy in the nineteenth century.'"

Their description corresponds

to two tapestries conserved in the Museum of Applied Arts in Budapest
(inv.n. 14764 and 14765) (Fig.48a &b) which are thought to have been
commissioned by ~argaret."~
Both have the same layout using a tree
motif to display relations. The first displays Margaret's arms joined with
that of her late husband, Don Juan of Spain and is surrounded by the

arms of various relatives: Ferdinand of Hungary and Bosnia, Louis of
Hungary, Anne of Hungary and Mary of Burgundy. The second unites
Margaret's ams with Savoy and is surrounded by the amis of Charles the
Bold, Maximilian 1, Isabeau of Bourbon and Mary of Burgundy. A griffon
and lion, Habsburg symbols, support the crests. Margaret's emblems are
surrounded by her motto and are sunnounted by a crown and the
inscription MANUS DOMlNl PROTEGAT ME. They can be dated from
around 1526 to 1530 by the presence of Ferdinand of Hungary who was
elected King in 1526 and the date of Margaret's death. The stained glass
window's were permanent displays of Margaret's heritage always
intertwined with the Houses of Burgundy and Savoy. But as a more
portable medium, the hangings could have stronger Habsburg allusions

which could please visitors favourable to Habsburg rule but be removed
for those who were not.

-
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-

Cussinet, P.F., Essai sur l'histoire de Marimerite d'Autriche et sur le monastère de
Brou. ..1748, (Lyon, 1837) 36. Also see Bmchet 447.
Mérindol 173.

Tombs
Production
The tombs were begun in 1516, the same year as Margaret's most

elaborate additions to the Palais de Savoie ~ommenced."~
John of
Bnissels, also known as Jean van Roome, is first mentioned that year. A
painter and designer, he had worked at Margaretsscourt in Malines and
was known for his designs of tombs, seals, stained glass and tapestries.
His designs were noted for their refinement and followed the tastes of the
humanistic circles popular at court. In a document dated 7 July, 1516
(Bruchet 234, n.124), Margaret gives John of B N S S ~his
~ Sorden to create
a "sépulture" for Philibert of Savoy. Margaret of Bourbon and herself using

portraits provided to ensure a correct likeness. The Duchess indicates that
she wishes "ung visaige de feu mondit seigneur de Savoye sur ung
tableau à I'uille aussi grand que le vif, et pluiseun autres petis patrons."
According to the notes on a visit of the Counsel of Bresse to the
building site in 1522 (Bruchet 23940, n.143), at this date the small
statues and the decoration and architecture of Margaret's tomb was close
to cornplete and the statuary and decoration for Margaret of Bourbon's
tomb was ready. However, they would not be assembled until after the
tomb effigies were finished.
The effigies were carved from ltalian carrara marMe between 1526
and 1531 by Conrad ~ e ~ t Meyt
. " ~came from Worms and had worked for
Fredenck the Wise at Wittenberg. He later came to the Netherlands where
he became attached to Margaret's court in 1512. There he worked on

several projects, including marble busts of Margaret and Philibert (now
lost), and his work was admired by contemporaries. Albrecht Dürer, while
traveling in the Netheriands, mentions that he sent gifts to Master Conrad,
- -

This spurt of construction is intereshg considering that Margaret had just relinquished he
powers to Charles V in 1515. She may have had more time to consider her commissions orfand she
may have been seeking to maintain her position symbolically.
'Id On Meyt see I. Duverger. Conrad Meet (Bnissels. 1934) and Gen van der Osten & Horst Vey,
Painting and S C U ~inNthe~Germanv
~
and the Netherlands, 15ûû-1600 (London, 1969).
'13
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an aitist for whom he has never seen an equa~."~
Meyt's work, while
influenced by the northern Gothic, possessed a sensuality of form,
balance of proportion and strength which gave it a classical sense. His
largest commission from Margaret was at Brou and her expectations of
Meyt are well set out in his contract, dated 14 ApW, 1526 (Bnichet 242-43,
n. 151). He should make "de sa main [...] les visaiges, mains et le v i f f of
the five main effigies and he could be aided only by his brother, Thomas,
and two assistants.
The sculptor would have problems working with Van Boghern

whose authority at Brou clashed with Meyt's independence. Margaret's
Private Council intervened in the dispute and produced an ordinance
regulating each man's role in consideration of

"...l'ynimitié estant entre

lesdicts maistres Loys et Conrad." (Bruchet 249-50~1.167).Even with
some problems, the statues were cornpleted by August, 1531, the date
sculpted on Margaret of Austria's cloak.
Descri~tion

Unlike the tombs of the Burgundians at Champmol, each tomb at
Brou is of a different design, and specifications for each are set out in
Meyt's contract (Bnichet 24243, n.152). Philibert's free-standing tomb is

in the centre of the choir, while his mother's tomb, in the fom of an enfeu,
is to the southem partition wall opposite and his wife's tomb is opposite
this to the north.
Margaret of Bourbon's (Fig.49) is the most Gothic of all the tombs.
It is placed in a deep niche flanked by elaborate piers with multiple
pinnacles. Flamboyant reverse-curvetracery decorates the tomb and
statues of St Anthony and St Margaret are found on either side of the
niche arch. In the niches of the sarcophagus, hooded pleurants, similar to
those on the tombs of the Dukes of Burgundy, moum her death.
Altemated with the moumers are four cherubs with escutcheons and two

"'

Dürer was in rhe Nuherlands to petition Charles V and Margaret for the pension pmmised to
him by Maximilian 1. For more on his voyage see, Albrecht Diirer aux Pays-Bas, son vovane. son

others are placed behind the effigy. These figures and the effigy itself are
the only ltalianate elements in this otherwise Late Gothic tomb.
For the upper figure of the central tomb, Meyt was contracted to
create,

...la figure et la representacion au vif de feu monseigneur le duc
Phelibert de Savoie, illecques reposant avec le lion couchant
aux piedz, et alentour les six enffans, dont les quatre tiendront
des armes et epitaphe, et le deux du millieu I'ung les gantelletz
et l'autre le timbre [écul.. .(Bruchet 242. n.152).
The figure, dressed in ducal garb, lays upon a black mahle slab under

which the second figure, semi-nude, is encased in an intricate Late Gothic
framework (Fig.50). The head of Philibert is gently tumed to meet the
gaze of his wife, whose upper effigy also tums its head to him.
Philibert's tomb juxtaposes late Medieval and ltalian Renaissance
styles. The lower section is Flamboyant but the carrara marble effigy on its
black base surrounded by six nude angels is clearly Italianate. Beautiful

statues are placed in niches around the tomb. These elegant ladies are
thought to have represented Virtues in Perréal's original plan and were
changed to Sybils under van ~ 0 ~ h e m .They
l ' ~ are antique prophetesses
who had predicted the events of the life of Christ and were popular at the
end of the fifteenth century. During the Middle Ages only one or two were

known but their retinue grew with their popularity and ten are placed
around Philibert's tomb, two definitively identified as Agrippa and Cumes.
The smaller statuary of the tombs was produced in a Brabantine
style by the Flemish workshop at Brou. The most refined are the elegant
females who twist and gather their courtly dresses and Wear elaborate
headdresses, for which reason they have been refened to as

influence, (Brussels, 1977) and Jane Campbell-Hutchinson,Albrecht Durer, (1990)140-68.
J.G. Lemoine, "Les Sibylles du tombeau de Philibert le beau Zi Brou", Annaks de la SociCtc?
d'émulation de l'Ain. (1949) 15-35.
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ucoquettesn.117 The concept had corne from the workshops of Brussels,
Anvers and Malines. One statue from Philibert's tomb, known as the
"statuette aux cordelettesn(seecentral statue. Fig. 50) is known to be from
a wooden model from Brabant and is repeated in many Flemish
retables."*
Although Philibert's tomb is at the physical centre, the tomb of
Margaret of Austria (Fig. 51) is the symbolic core of the church. Meyt's
contract stipulated that the figure uauvif" should have a "levrier
[greyhound] couchant aux piedz. et alentour quatre enffans tenant les
amoyries, letout de marble blanc." The upper effigy is presented at
approximately her age at death (fi@ years) in court dress with her head
resting on a tasseled pillow (Fig.52). similar to the placement of the head
of Mary of Burgundy in her tomb in Bruges. Below, in a simple gown and
her hair loose, Margaret lays in a gentle sleep (Fig.53). Her head falls
lightly to the side, her jaw has dropped and he eyes are partially closed.
Her bare left foot shows the wound which lead to blood poisoning and her
death.

The tomb has an open-canopy superstructure, surrounded by open
space on three sides and extending the noraiern partition wall of the choir
to the east. But rather than a wall, it is closer to a transparent screen.
Tracer-,omarnent and Margaret's symbols cover the surface of the tomb.
The underside of the canopy (Fig.54) is filled with interiacing nbs and
marguerite shaped keystones. The moulded, architectonic pillars of the
tomb hold niches with sculpted saints and are topped by complex
pinnacles. The canopy is encircled by Margaret's motto and holds
balustrade-like tracery with intricate finials.
The tomb is adomed with fioral and vegetal detail and recalls the
decor on many Late Gothic Flemish and Flemish-influenced buildings,
such as the town halls of Bruges and Ghent and facade of Burgos

"'Fransole~M., "L'atelier flamand de Brou**.Annales de la Société d't5mulation de l'Ain, AprilJune (193 1) 65-86.

Cathedral. The tomb is highly architectural and its space, omament and
proportions create a micro-architecturenrecalling sacred buildings and
re~i~uaries."~
The canopy of the tomb is comparable to the huge south
portal of Albi Cathedral. The superstructure of the complex corner pien
culminates in elaborate pinnacles which recall the norai spire of
~hartres'" as well as Late Gothic Brabanüne towers such as that of Notre
Dame at Anvers. The tomb is like a building within a building, more omate
and precious and containing the most sacred relic of the church. Even the

fioor sunounding Margaret's tomb was embellished. The tiling was
elaborated with intertwïned medallions containing decorative motifs and
portraits of Margaret's ancestor and relatives (Fig. 55).

st4Conrad Meyt and John of Brussels provided a modem touch to the
Late Gothic architecture of van Boghem. In Margaret's mandate to John of
Brussels (7 July, 1516), she specifies that he should create "modem&
sculptures for both her and Philibert. For Margaret of Bourbon, however,
the term, "modernen, is omitted (Bruchet 234, n.124). As the
representative of the previous generation, she should suggest the heritage
of Brou and her tomb is in the most traditional manner, recalling those of
the Dukes of Burgundy. The two other tombs show the most ltalianate

influences in Brou, yet still retain their northem Gothic character.
Poiret (91-2) has pointed out that Margaret's use of the term
"moderne" could have been considered as an opposite to "antique", which
referred to contemporary ltalian style. Therefore, her request for
"modernenwould be in reference to the local contemporary style, which

was dominated by the Flamboyant Gothic with strong Flemish influences
and with the occasional ltalianate detail. Margaret had commissioned
work in the modem ltalian manner as she was the patron of the two
painters who had popularized the style in the Netherlands, Bernard van
Poiret 94.
"?le concept of micro-architecture is discussed in Bialostocki 308-47.

Orley (1518-27) and Jean Gossaert (1520's). But at Brou she is fairly
consistent in relegating the Mantique"style to detail (an exception perhaps
being the pillan of the jubé).
Conce~t
of Tomb T v ~ e
The concept of a double or transi-tomb has precedents from the
thirteenth century and became quite popular in the late fifteenth century.
Foilowing the Black Death, a certain fascination with the macabre and the
physical death become apparent in funeraiy artd2' As well, in the wake
of the Great Schism of the Church (1378-1417) and its growing reputation

for corruption, the focus of religious devotion began to shift from mass
worship to an interest in personal salivation and piety("devoti0 modeman).
But while religion called for humility, politics and personal desires for self-

aggrandizement called for greater ostentation. The transi-tombs were a
way of displaying status while acknowledging the universality of death;
woridly status was displayed above but an appropriate display of humility
was provided by the death figure stripped of its trappings. One of the
earliest examples of the death figure is that of Cardinal Jean Le Grange
(died 1402) (Avignon, Musée lapidaire) who had served Charles V . His
emaciated corpse acts as a public account for the luxunous life he had
lead at court.
Later figures used in double tombs would become less and less
gruesome. In the tomb of Louis XII and Anne of Brittany at St. Denis

(1510's)' above the couple kneel in prayer in full court dress while the
bodies below have not yet decayed, but sirnply show the jagged scars

from the embalming process. In her contract with Conrad Meyt Margaret
had specified that she wanted two figures, one as in life and the other as
in death (Bruchet 242, n. 152). She stipulated, however, that the figures
"au mort" should be only eight hours after death and thus the lower

effigies are not putrid but serene, as in an etemal sleep.
-
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W. Stoddard, Art and Architecture in Medieval France, (New York: Icon. 1972) 325.
Lebrun 149-160.

The double tombs at Brou also corresponds to the contemporary
ideas surrounding cerernonial pnncely funerals. In these ceremonies an
effigy was splendidly dressed according to its worldly status, with a face

moulded from the death mask of the deceased and was placed on the
coffin which was displayed during the long funeral ceremonies. This is
illustrated in an image of the funeral of Anne of Brittany from the
manuscript Trépas de !'Hermine regret& (Pans, Musée du Petit
Palais)(Fig.56). Anne's effigy, sunounded by coats of amis and symbols
of power, lays on the coffin and is prayad for by a group of religious
figures, including two hooded figures resembling those seen in
Burgundian tomb sculpture and the tomb of Margaret of Bourbon. Both
Margaret and Philibert's upper effigies are presented in this manner, and
Margaret's tomb corresponds to the canopied and omate coffins used in
the funeral ceremonies.
ConceptualInsPriation

What inspired Margaret to create such lavish tombs? Emile Mâle
has noted that the finest monuments from the Middle Ages are funerary'"
and Margaret's ancestor's in Burgundy had left some of the best
examples. The tombs were intended to be political and dynastic and to
add to familial prestige in the eyes of contemporaries as well as future
generations. The Habsburg's had also created tombs for similar purposes.
Maximilian I commissioned a lavish tomb for his wife, Mary of Burgundy, in
Bruges in 1491, nine yean after her death. The free-standing tomb's
effigy is bronze gilded in gold and the walls of the black marble
sarcophagus are decorated by an elaborate genealogical tree and angels
holding shields. This lavish display of Burgundian-Habsburgconnections
was begun during Maximilian's stniggles with the Netherlands and was

la

E. Mâle, L'Art relinieux de la fin du Moyen Aze en France, (Paris) 193 1.

most certainly aimed at promoting his son Philip's right to rule the
~etherlands.'~
Maximilian I began his own tomb in 1508 at Innsbruck. It was a
completely new design. organized to glorify the House of Habsburg and its
Empire. The sarcophagus was to be surrounded by forty bronze figures,
larger than life, representing ancestors and family (including Margaret),
thirty busts of Roman Emperors, and a hundred statues of saints. This
unique layout, had it been cornpleted, would have rendered the church
useless for anything other than the mouming and adoration of the
Emperor.
A certain level of cornpetition could nave been inspired by the

tombs commanded by Anne of Brittany for her parents at Nantes. It had
been completed by Perréal and Colombe between 1502-07 and was an
alter-tomb with emgies, laid out in a Late Gothic manner with ltalian
stylizing. It would not be surprising if Perréal, who entered Margaret's
service soon after completing the tomb, prompted his patron to make a
mernorial as grand as his former mistress', for it was in 1509 that more
lavish plans were first set out with Perréal as director.
What part of Perréal's plan was used by John of Brussels? Some
of the smaller statuary may have been part of Perréal plan, as the
pleurants and elegant saints surrounding the tombs recall Burgundy and
his work in Nantes, but the basic architectural elements and most
decoration are Flemish Late Gothic and suggest the work of the new
designer. However, the concept of the chief d'oeuvre is maintained. The
tombs were planned as a masterpiece of craftsmanship as well as worldly
display and this concept continued affer Perréal's departure, most likely at
the instigation of Margaret.

123 Philip the Fair officially succeed his mother and became the Duke of Burgundy upon king
declared of age in 1493.

Conclusion
The body of the duchess was brought in great ceremony from its
temporary resting place in 8mges by Margaret's counselor Antoine de
~ ~ Augustinians
.
had lived
Laliang and amved in Brou in June, 1 ~ 3 2 'The

up to their pious reputation, and by the body's arriva1they had performed
over 10,000 services for Margaret's sou1 (Bruchet 184). Funeral
celebrations lasted three days and Margaret's body was finally placed
beneath the choir with Philibert and Margaret of Bourbon.
Savoy's strategic position continued to make it a coveted region
and it fell to the French in 1536. While Bourg-en-Bresse retumed to its
relative obscurity after Margaret's death, Brou elicited praise from
contemporaries and continued to evoke admiration after its esthetic was
considered passe. Guillaume Paradin, in his Chronicle of Savox (1552),
called it Whe most superb and triumphant edifice and the most pleasant
structure (for a Gothic work) that can be seen in Europe." The same
author tells that upon a visit to Brou, François I said that "he had never
seen a sanctuary of such excellencen(Bruchet,437ff.). Brantôme (15171614) named it "one of the most beautiful and superb edifices in
Christendomn125.
Margaret of Austria's patronage of Brou had multiple goals.
Politically, she succeed in rnaintaining a noteworthy presence in Savoy
which undermined the Duke's power and aided the Holy Roman Empire's
ambitions to control this route to Italy. Dynastically, she created a symbol
of her many royal connections and most cleariy, her right to power in
Savoy through her sanctified mamage to Philibert le Beau. Personally,

she provided herself with a mernorial fit for the daughter of an Emperor,
which elevated her position and person to a mythical, even saintly, level
and provided for her remembrance by future generations.

Her heart was kept in Bmges and her entrails were buried at Malines.

'" In Brantôme's Dames gahntes, Paris, 1787, Ili, 176-77.

These goals were achieved though various stratagems. Visually.
the church works on several levels. Brou's sense of delicate space and
jewel-like propoitions gives it the aura of a precious reliquary containing
the remains of its patron (in much the same manner as Henry Vll's Chapel
at Westminster). Emblematically. it recalls Margaret's various noble and
royal relations. Burgundian symbols are to be found throughout the church
and cloister and are evoked blatantly in the architecture. Habsburg
references are to be seen in the crests of the chevet windows, the
crowned tower, and hangings. Savoy is represented in public spaces only
in relation to Margaret and is displayed independently in the relatively
exclusive choir and Margaret and Gorrevod's chapels. The Savoyard
ducal chape1 at Chambéry is echoed and surpassed by Brou's chevet and
suggests that at Brou, Margaret was attempting to symbolically succeed
the Duke's capital with her own.
Stylistically, Brou is "moderne". The mixing of Gothic and
Renaissance forms is not a decay of Late Gothic stylizing but rather a
conscious quotation of past and contemporary architecture. Concurrent
Northem European religious architecture used Late Gothic structures,
often with details recailing contemporary Italy. The ltalian "Renaissancenis
found in portions of but not the entirety of religious buildings. Margaret's
stylistic choices prove her to be at the at the forefront of architectural
trends and indicate her wide experience of the royal architecture of
Europe.
Conceptually, Brou grew from a memonal church and a token bid to
maintain Margaret's personal control in Savoy into a symbol of divinelyappointed authority and mythical leadership. Walter Cahn (62-64)has
observed that the literary discourses at Margaret's court under Lemaire
and Perréal had portrayed the duchess as a new Artemisia of Cana,
surpassing the marvels of Antiquity to create new wonders. Brou was a
masterpiece not only of craftsmanship but also of self-promotion, taking its

inspiration from the beginnings of absolutism and the divinification of
leadership.
Brou is Margaret's seat of power in Savoy. It combines the
wonhipful and authontative aspects of the medieval church but with a
stronger reference to the patron, than to God. The jewel-like building
embodies the royal power held by Margaret of Austria. The audience,
whether royal or otherwise. would understand that the patron holds power
not only thmugh innumerable royal relations, but also by divine right. Her

motto, while stressing her changes in fortune, also suggests an element
of fate, as if God had challenged her and she had proven worthy of her

destiny.

Brou was physically built by numerous architects, artisans and
workers and supported by the clergy and populace through their general
approval and cooperation. However, its initial stimulus, financing and
conceptual and much of its stylistic creation are the result of one woman's
idea. This is Brou's most distinctive and novel aspect. A religious structure

had traditionally been the combined effort of church, state and

populace'26. But at Brou, the balance of power is altered to focus on the
patron and her secular power and its divine origins.
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